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A low level of non-metallic inclusions in steel is the key requirement in the 
concept of clean steel. Although the concept has received its name quite recently, it has 
been implemented at the large-scale steel mills for more than 40 years. Production of 
clean steel became possible due active development and adoption of the post-melting 
treatment of molten metal in the teeming ladle. Ladle metallurgy, an umbrella term for 
various methods of treatment, includes operations that cannot be performed during 
primary metallurgical processes such as melting in an electric arc, basic oxygen, or air 
induction furnace. Initially, the most common operations of ladle treatment were 
deoxidation and alloying. More sophisticated methods like vacuum degassing, chemical 
reheating, or injection of powdered refining mixtures have also been successfully 
implemented into steelmaking practice. Treatment of large quantities of steel at once 
made the ladle metallurgy operations economically sustainable.  
Most of the steel foundries operate with much smaller quantities of metal than the 
steel mills. This makes most types of ladle treatment not cost effective. Also smaller 
quantities of molten metal would lose temperature quicker, endangering successful 
pouring of the castings. Also, the foundries typically use acid-based or neutral refractory 
materials that do not allow to form the basic slags necessary for refining.  
On the other hand, the steel founders are striving to keep up with constantly rising 
quality standards for steel casting by the manufacturing industry. Therefore, the foundries 
are limited in selection of ladle metallurgy methods, and, in the same time, are facing the 
necessity of advancing their processing technology. Given such conditions and 
 
considering the experience from the steelmaking industry, a few methods of liquid metal 
treatment are potentially available to most of the steel foundries: (a) control of metal-slag 
reactions, (b) homogenization of the steel melt by inert gas injection; and (c) complex 
deoxidation of metal. 
The major premise of the current study was to demonstrate experimentally how 
the extremes of the treatment practices affect certain indicators of steel cleanliness and to 
make conclusions on which practice yields better results from the metal quality 
standpoint. For that purpose, the experimental conditions were organized to replicates 
real industrial settings as close as possible. This affected the choice of melting method, 
the selection of raw materials and master alloys, as well as the choice of molding 
practice.  
The experimental plan for the melting operations was designed to test how 
combinations of commercial and returning scrap, stirring of molten metal by argon, and 
removal of slag from metal surface affect certain response variables.  The experiment on 
steel treatment in the ladle was conducted using four different combinations of 
deoxidizing alloys: a single element addition and three complex additions of two and 
three deoxidizers. The response variables in this study were the total concentrations of 
oxygen and nitrogen concentration in metal, chemical and physical specifications of non-
metallic inclusions, and impact toughness of the steel. 
The analysis of experimental data on melting revealed that selected process 
variables impose a limited influence on the total content of nitrogen and oxygen in the 
metal. Statistical analysis of the experimental data determined that only the total nitrogen 
 
concentration was affected by the use of returning scrap steel and argon stirring, while 
the total oxygen content was found independent from all three selected process variables. 
Particularly, use of returning foundry steel scrap in combination with additional mixing 
created by argon bubbles would favor the increase of nitrogen concentration in the metal 
by the end of melting operation. 
The results of the ladle treatment experiment confirmed that method of 
deoxidation affects the total oxygen content but does not significantly alter the 
parameters of inclusions and the impact toughness. The most significant decrease in total 
oxygen content was observed when a combination of strong and moderate deoxidizers 
was added. It was experimentally determined that prolonged holding of the metal in the 
ladle facilitates the removal of inclusions by floatation. 
Variations in the impact toughness values were found to be in correspondence 
with the inclusions spacing, an average distance between inclusions. Also, the increase in 
the concentration of aluminum and nitrogen produced a negative effect on the impact 
toughness values. The investigation of inclusions morphology revealed that the samples 
bear a significant amount of large nitrides in plain and complex form. The growth of the 
nitride inclusions was attributed to the additions of titanium, a strong nitride-forming 
element. 
Concluding the findings of the study, it can be said that the treatment of steel in 
the ladle, even in its simplified form, provided a set of effective tools for improving the 
cleanliness of steel. An appropriately selected combination of deoxidation additions, ladle 
holding time, and temperature could lead to a lower level of inclusions, and, hence, the 
 
greater values of impact toughness. On the practical side, despite the technological 
differences between steel processing at steel mills and foundries, the ladle metallurgy 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
Motivation and Background for the Study 
The steel industry is a diverse and complex technological system, and the current 
review outlines only the most important and distinctive characteristics of this system. The 
steel production can be divided into two major branches: large scale production at steel 
mills (rolled products) and medium-to-small scale production at steel foundries (Fenton, 
2005). The processing scale is determined by the capacity of the furnaces used for steel 
melting and their type. The steel mills, or steelworks, operate the furnaces that are 
capable of melting of up to 400 tons of steel in one batch; the steel foundries operate 
smaller furnaces of 0.5 to 10 tons. However, these numbers are approximate and were 
declared to represent the difference between the mills and the foundries. There is also a 
difference in the method of melting the steel: the steel mills use a combination of melting 
and chemical refining of the metal which changes significantly the composition of the 
melt, while the foundries mostly exercise remelting of scrap steel when adjustments of 
the chemical composition are minimal. Thus, the refining provides more flexibility in 
selection of the raw materials and obtaining the desired final chemical composition. The 
remelting is more efficient in energy and material consumption and allows for low 
production cost.  
Despite mentioned technological differences, the common ground for the two 
branches of the steelmaking is the concerns about the quality of the final steel product.  
2 
The quality of steel is a broad term that may include various characteristics depending on 
the application of a steel product. Regardless of those specifics main research and 
practice efforts in the industry are being made to reduce and, ultimately, eliminate 
contamination of steel with impurities. In general, these impurities comprise of various 
non-metallic compounds in the metallic basis: oxides, nitrides, sulfides, carbide, and their 
complex combinations. The most frequent case of a non-metallic compound formation is 
a reaction between one of the elements in metallic solution and either oxygen (O), 
nitrogen (N), sulfur (S), or carbon (C). Most easily and rapidly these reactions occur in 
liquid steel during its melting, but in some cases, the reactants may interact 
spontaneously after solidification. In any case, the presence of these non-metallic 
compounds, the inclusions, in the final steel product can significantly change its 
mechanical properties, such as strength, ductility, or toughness. Thus, certain types of 
refining have to be implemented to ensure that unwanted reactions are suppressed. 
According to the concept of clean steel (Wilson, 1999), the key requirement for 
steel quality assurance is to maintain the contamination of steel with non-metallic 
inclusions at the lowest possible level. Although the concept received its name quite 
recently, the steel mills have utilized it for more than 40 years. Production of steel 
compliant with the clean steel concept became possible due to active development of the 
post-melting treatment, or treatment of molten steel in the teeming ladle. An accepted 
umbrella term for many forms of such treatment of liquid steel is “secondary metallurgy” 
(Ghosh, 2000) or “ladle metallurgy” (Szekely, Carlsson, & Helle, 1989) while melting in 
any type of furnace is considered as primary processing stage. The most common 
3 
methods of the ladle metallurgy are: (a) temperature and composition homogenization of 
the metal by purging of a chemically inert gas, typically argon, through the melt; (b) 
vacuum treatment of molten steel that facilitates removal of such gases as hydrogen, 
oxygen, and nitrogen that get absorbed and dissolved in the metal during melting; (c) 
pneumatic injection of powdered materials into the molten metal that react with the tramp 
elements, primarily with sulfur and phosphorus, and remove the resulting compound 
from the metal; and (d) heating of the molten metal to desired pouring temperature by 
electric-arc generators. It is very important to underline that all methods of steel 
secondary treatment require a significant amount of energy, materials, and maintenance. 
Since the steel mills usually process dozens or hundreds of tons of metal per one melting 
cycle, the cost of a ladle treatment operations is being distributed onto that large amount 
of steel. Such dilution of the operation cost makes the ladle treatment economically 
sustainable in the settings of a large steel mill. 
Historically the foundry industry was oriented on recycling of scrap steel into 
commercially beneficial products — castings (Chessell, 2014), and the raw materials 
were being selected to have a chemical composition similar to the final product. 
Therefore, complicated refining operations were unnecessary, and the chemical 
composition adjustments were conducted only by the addition of some materials. If any 
refining was needed the aforementioned technological and economic reasons provided 
the foundry branch of steel production with very limited in selection of secondary 
metallurgy methods. Among those methods potentially available at a steel foundry are (a) 
deoxidation additions to the metal, (b) argon purging of the liquid steel, (c) control of 
4 
metal-slag reactions by adding slag-forming agents, and (d) addition solidification 
inoculants to the molten metal in the ladle (for cast iron). 
 
Figure 1. Schematic view of an AOD vessel. 
Image reproduced from Hilty and Kaveney (1985). 
 
The most successful secondary treatment methods adopted by the foundry 
industry is argon-oxygen decarburization, or AOD (Beeley, 1988). In this method, a 
batch of steel is melted in a furnace (either electric-arc or induction type), and then the 
molten steel transported to the secondary treatment stating and teemed into an AOD 
reactor, a special refining vessel (Figure 1). The metal in this AOD vessel is being 
subjected to high-intensity purge by the mix of oxygen and argon from tuyeres located in 
the bottom of the vessel. Also, the alloys for the chemical composition adjustments are 
added from the top of the vessel. The results of the AOD refining are superior to the most 
conventional secondary metallurgy methods, especially in the reaching very low 
concentrations of carbon (Hilty & Kaveney, 1985), but its applications are limited to 
5 
processing of stainless steels and other high-performance alloys due to the higher cost of 
such treatment.  
In the same time, there is a strong tendency to produce conventional carbon and 
low-alloy grades of steel in compliance with the clean steel requirements, and particularly 
with reduced inclusions content (Monroe & Blair, 2005). The share of these grades in the 
foundry shipments yields about 85% (Electric Power Research Institute, 1995), and most 
low-alloy and carbon steel castings are supplied to the automotive and machine 
manufacturing industries (American Foundry Society, 2014). In such competitive market, 
any addition to the cost of a product can be detrimental for cast steel products suppliers, 
80% of which are small enterprises. Thus, incorporation of new metal refining equipment 
into existing production facilities would not be a viable business perspective, and the 
search for the methods of the secondary steel treatment has to be conducted in the 
direction of minor operations. These operations may include additions of alloys and 
minerals to liquid metal, strict control of temperature, thorough mixing in order to 
homogenize the melt, and slag removal operations. 
The current study provides an overview of such minor secondary treatment 
operations and explores their theoretical background and practical applications. The 
research subject in this study is a low-alloy engineering steel. In the experimental part of 
the study, several methods of molten steel treatment were tested, and their process 




Statement of the Problem 
The problem of this study was to establish the relationship between impact 
toughness and microstructural cleanliness of low-carbon alloy steel which underwent a 
complex deoxidation procedure in the settings of a typical steel foundry. 
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this research study was to investigate possible outcomes of the 
complex deoxidation practices with respect to the morphology and distribution of non-
metallic inclusions and to provide information for selection of best practice for potential 
foundry applications. The main objectives of the study were as follows: 
1. An investigation of the relationship between process variables of air induction 
melting of steel and the concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen in the melt. 
2. An analysis of the connection between the chemical composition of deoxidizing 
alloys and characteristic features of the non-metallic inclusions, such as spatial 
density, size distribution, and occupied area. 
3. A study of the influence of bulk chemical characteristics of steel, such as 
concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen, on impact toughness after homogenizing heat 
treatment. 
Research Questions 
Although the literature sources provided a great deal of theoretical information 
regarding the study objectives, it was found that practical applications, as well as results 
of industrial tests, are very scarce and highly fragmented. Especially difficult to locate 
7 
was the information on secondary treatment of cast steel processed by common remelting 
technology in steel foundries. Therefore, considering the need to advance practical 
knowledge about subjects of complex deoxidation of steel and their feedbacks to 
mechanical properties, the research questions were stated as follows: 
1. Do the process variables of steel melting in induction furnace cause a statistically 
significant difference in mean values of oxygen and nitrogen concentration in metal? 
2. Does the statistically significant relationship exist between a particular deoxidation 
practice, oxygen and nitrogen concentrations, and inclusions morphology, size, and 
distribution? 
3. What sort of behavior do oxygen and nitrogen exhibit through melting and ladle 
treatment operations?  
4. Does the impact toughness affected by the parameters of non-metallic inclusions and 
the concentration of elements used in deoxidation practice? 
Limitations 
In order to put a reasonable restriction on the scope of the study, a set of 
limitations was imposed, and it included: 
1. The experimental material was limited to one grade of steel used in heavy machinery 
manufacturing. 
2. Measurements of active oxygen concentrations were not conducted. 
3. The heat treatment procedure was conducted by a third party using the proprietary 
practice of treatment, and, therefore, certain specifics, such as treatment time or 




Non-Metallic Inclusions in Steel 
The steel products experience various mechanical stresses during their work 
cycle, and inconsistencies in the metal matrix created by non-metallic inclusions may 
significantly affect the durability of these products. These inconsistencies are often 
created by the introduction of non-metallic phase into the metallic matrix. This non-
metallic phase has historically had been referred to as non-metallic inclusions (Baeyertz, 
1947). Generally speaking, the inclusions are dispersed particles of various chemical 
compositions (oxides, nitrides, sulfides, etc.) that are large enough to locally alter elastic 
and plastic properties of the surrounding metallic matrix (Thornton, 1971). Having a 
large amount of the inclusions in the metal would spread this detrimental effect on the 
entire volume of the casting or ingot. Control over the number of inclusions per unit 
volume or unit area, or, for short, the inclusion count, is one of the cornerstones of the 
clean steel concept (Wilson, 1999). However, besides the count, steel cleanliness has 
other characteristics that must be considered: chemical composition, distribution, and 
morphology (Holappa & Helle, 1995). 
Inclusions and Fracture Mechanics 
The difference in mechanical properties between inclusions and the metal matrix 
is superior, and this difference is the root cause of the metallurgical defects induced by 
the presence of inclusions. The mineralogical content of the inclusions implied that, 
generally, they are harder than surrounding metal matrix. Cyclic stresses are very 
9 
common in may steel applications and they lead to gradual degradation of strength, or 
fatigue, which eventually causes a part to fail. Shi, Atkinson, Sellars, and Anderson 
(1999) related fatigue failure.  
Considering greater ductility of the matrix and absence of strong bonding between 
matrix and inclusion due to chemical dissimilarity, further propagation of the stress may 
lead to development the voids around the inclusions (Figure 2).  
 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of the voids developed around the inclusions.  
Reproduced from Zhang and Thomas (2006). 
 
 
These voids may significantly weaken the matrix and initiate cracks if greater 
stress is applied. Zhang and Thomas (2006) noted that ductility of steel decreases due to 
the presence of either oxides or sulfides. The authors specified that fatigue-related cracks 
in the metal are attributed to the hard and brittle oxide inclusions.  
10 
Characterization of Inclusions 
Categorization by Origin 
One of the most basic methods of inclusions classification is the classification by 
origin. There are two major types of the non-metallic inclusions: (a) endogenous or 
indigenous, i.e. formed in liquid metal as a result of the reaction between elements 
dissolved in steel, and (b) exogenous, i.e. brought to the metal in the state of formed non-
metallic compound (Mapelli, 2008). The most common means of exogenous inclusions 
introduction into metal are an erosion of furnace or ladle refractory materials, slag 
entrainment, and metal reoxidation (Zhang, 2006a). The most distinctive features of the 
exogenous inclusions are their size of 100-200 μm and larger, and the chemical 
composition similar to the refractory material used in the furnace or ladle lining. In 
contrast, the endogenous inclusions are smaller, less than 50 μm in diameter with average 
around 5 to 15 μm. The reason for their small size is that their nucleation and growth are 
restricted by a number of factors: liquid metal surface tension, diffusion flows, and 
temperature of the metal. Zhang, Rietow, Thomas, and Eakin (2006) proposed to refer to 
endogenous inclusions larger than 20 μm as to macro-inclusions; and consider the 
particles smaller than 20 μm as micro-inclusions. 
Characterization by Size 
Small inclusions prevail in number over the large ones as was confirmed in both 
the laboratory (Li, Chen, Xi, & Chen, 2007) and full-scale production settings (Goto, 
Miyazawa, & Tanaka, 1995).  Critical size of inclusions, i.e. the largest tolerable size 
from the possible material failure perspective, can be determined through analysis of the 
11 
most important mechanical properties for a particular grade of steel. For example, 
Atkinson and Shi (2003) in their review discussed the critical size, concluded that fatigue 
failure of bearing steel can occur if average inclusions size is between 10 μm from 
inclusions of the surface and 30 μm for those in the depth of the part.  
Quantitative metallography offers a number of methods that help to shift the focus 
from a single inclusion measurement to cumulative assessment of groups of inclusions. 
Among its methods are generalized geometric characteristics of inclusions such as size 
distribution, area or volume fraction, and the average spacing between inclusions. The 
size distribution is often presented in the form of bar charts (Figure 3).  
 
Figure 3. An example of the size distribution of inclusions in plain 
carbon steel.  
Reproduced from (Zhang et al., 2006). 
 
Zhang et al. (2006) estimated that around 85% of inclusions in plain carbon steel 
are smaller than 20 μm. Statistical analysis of the size distribution showed that it can be 
described by a formalized distribution law (e.g. Generalized Pareto Distribution), and this 
mathematical expression can be used for predictions of inclusion size, as it was 
12 
demonstrated in the work by Shi et al. (1999). Based on the data about the inclusion size 
and its frequency distribution it is possible to determine the fraction of the sample surface 
area occupied by inclusions. In combination with the inclusion count, it can provide 
additional information on average inclusion size and overall cleanliness of steel. Another, 
more sophisticated, measure used in cumulative assessment is inclusion spacing, i.e. 
average distance between nearest neighboring inclusions. Calculation of the spacing 
requires a transition to the three-dimensional model, particularly from area fraction (NA) 
to volume fraction (NV) occupied by inclusions. This transition is conducted based on the 
assumption that planar observations of inclusion size are representative measures of its 
true diameter (Yang, Yamasaki, & Kuwabara, 2007). This approach was tested and 
proved effective by Garrison Jr. and Wojcieszynski (2007) in the description of fracture 
mechanics and its connection to steel toughness.  
Chemical Composition of Inclusions 
Numerous studies of the chemical composition of the inclusions summarized by 
Herring (2009) suggested that classification of inclusions by the chemical compounds, 
e.g. oxides, sulfides, nitrides, etc., can be very diverse. The simplest approach was used 
in the ASTM E45 standard, which defines the four types of inclusions with respect to 
their composition: type A – sulfides; type B – alumina; type C – silicates; type D – 
globular oxides (ASTM International, 2013). Although this classification allows for rapid 
assessment of the steel cleanliness, a more detailed investigation and characterization 
would require a finer, more discrete grouping. 
13 
Oxide Inclusions 
Oxides are the most common types of inclusions in steel, and this stems from the 
following facts: (a) pure gaseous oxygen is widely used in the steel melting processes to 
oxidize tramp elements such as phosphorus; (b) most steelmaking processes are open, i.e. 
do not prevent contact between molten metal and air; (c) solubility oxygen in liquid iron 
is much greater than in the solid, i.e. with temperature decrease excessive oxygen forms a 
non-metallic phase. The addition of the elements with higher affinity to oxygen than iron 
to the melt facilitates a non-metallic phase formation in yet liquid metal, and this process 
is commonly referred to as deoxidation (Kemeny, 1990, p. 2). The product of deoxidation 
reaction, depending on its thermodynamic properties, can liquid or solid, and, generally, 
has a density lower than metal. This means that these particles of non-metallic phase have 
a tendency to float up towards the metal-slag boundary and to be absorbed by the slag. 
However, deoxidation is a multi-stage process that evolves practically until solidification, 
and some of the particles remain in metal after solidification. Depending on the particular 
chemical composition of the oxides may take various shapes. For example, in the work 
by Steinmetz, Lindenberg, Morsdorf, and Hammerschmid (1977) the shapes of oxides 
were described in connection with the activity of oxygen in steel and activity of 
aluminum (Figure 4). In the work by Dekkers et al. (2002) the oxide were classified by 
their shape in the following way: spherical, faceted, plate-like, dendrites, clusters, and 
aggregates. Each category also contained subdivisions concerning the size in unit length 
(micrometers, in this case) and shape features, e.g. octahedral, polyhedral, etc.  
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One of the most distinctive features of oxides is their hardness. Naturally 
occurring minerals of the composition similar to oxide inclusions, e.g. alumina (Al2O3), 
have superior hardness and used as abrasives for metal cutting and polishing. Hence, such 
hard particles are dispersed in the metal matrix they act as obstacles for atomic 
dislocations, and, therefore, impede plastic deformation (Hill & Passoja, 1974). 
 
Figure 4. Influence of aluminum and oxygen activities on the shape of 
alumina inclusions.  
Aluminum activity plotted on the right Y-axis, X-axis is 
dimensionless. Image reproduced from Steinmetz et al. (1977). 
 
Sulfide Inclusions 
On the contrary, sulfide inclusions have a hardness lower than the metal matrix, 
but, still, can be damaging for mechanical properties. Sulfides, e.g. FeS or MnS, have a 
lower melting temperature less than most steels, and, hence, they solidify surrounded by 
solid metal. Bigelow (1970) noted that formation of sulfides is strongly dependent on the 
conditions of solidification, and, more specifically, the content of liquid phase in the late 
stage of solidification when sulfur, the solute, is rejected from solidifying metal, and the 
remaining liquid is saturated with sulfur. This sulfur-saturated iron-based liquid 
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eventually reaches the concentration of sulfur that corresponds to the eutectic 
transformation in the iron-sulfur system at which the sulfides start to nucleate. The 
presence of other elements, such as manganese, in the liquid, changes concentration and 
temperature of the eutectic transformation and leads to the formation of various types of 
sulfides. Based on the observations of sulfides in presence of other elements Sims and 
Dahle (1938) described three major types of manganese sulfide inclusions: scattered 
spherical particles (type I); elongated inclusions combined in chains (type II); and faceted 
polyhedral particles (type III). In the aforementioned work by Bigelow (1970) the 
sulfides were classified more distinctly, and, based on different models of nucleation and 
growth of the particles, he stated that type II sulfides can have several subtypes. 
 
Figure 5. A duplex inclusion with oxide core and sulfide periphery.  
Reproduced from Kimura, Nakajima, Mizoguchi, and Hasegawa 
(2002). 
 
Duplex inclusions, e.g. oxide-sulfide inclusions, are also found quite often in the 
steel samples (Choudhary & Ghosh, 2008; Kim, Lee, & Oh, 2001). Lower solidification 
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temperature of the sulfides facilitates their precipitation on the solid oxide particles that 
are acting as an artificial nucleus. For example, Kimura et al. (2002) reported that the 
core of the complex inclusions they observed contained elements used for deoxidation of 
the melt (particularly, manganese and titanium), and the core is essentially a complex 
oxide of  MnO-TiOx composition. The periphery part of the inclusion was manganese 
sulfide (MnS) that precipitated on the surface of the previously formed oxide. Similar 
findings were also reported by (Guo et al., 2008) for duplex ZrO2-MnS inclusions found 
in pipeline steel samples. Oxygen and its activity also play important role in formation of 
sulfides: additions of strong deoxidizers (Al, Ca, Zr, Ti, etc.) decrease oxygen activity, 
increase sulfur activity, and create conditions for sulfur form a new phase. Also, since 
deoxidation is carried out in liquid metal, the newly formed inclusions can take shape 
with the least surface energy, i.e. globular. 
Nitride Inclusions 
Another type of inclusions found in steel is nitrides. Nitrogen is introduced to the 
metal with alloys (Misra & Fruehan, 2004) and from surrounding air (Kemeny, 1990). 





[N] – nitrogen concentration in metal; 
KN – equilibrium constant of the nitrogen dissolution reaction 
pN2 – partial pressure of nitrogen in the gas phase. 
One of the recent studies (Jang et al., 2014) experimentally determined that 
equilibrium concentration of nitrogen is around 0.04% in the range of steelmaking 
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temperatures. Practically observed values usually are significantly lower: from 0.003% 
and less in high-performance steel (Zhang & Thomas, 2006) to 0.015% for conventional 
grades (Brown, Speer, Matlock, & Haezebrouck, 2011). Therefore, precipitation of 
nitrides starts upon solidification and cooling, when the solubility of nitrogen in iron 
decreases steeply and remaining liquid becomes supersaturated with nitrogen (Figure 6).  
 
Figure 6. The solubility of nitrogen in pure iron.  
Reproduced from Coudurier, Hopkins, and Wilkomirsky (1978). 
 
The elements that are capable of forming stable compounds with nitrogen: 
titanium, zirconium, aluminum, vanadium, and iron (Jack & Jack, 1973). Iron nitrides are 
the most undesirable among other nitrides because their precipitation continues in solid 
metal, and results in finely dispersed non-metallic phase along the grain boundaries. This 
iron nitride phase weakens bonding between grains, and significantly reduces plasticity of 
steel but increases its hardness (Shim et al., 2001). This phenomenon has been utilized to 
control the grain growth by adding other nitride-forming elements (Ti, V, Nb) to steel in 
the amounts of hundredths of a percent, so-called microalloying (Speer, Michael, & 
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Hansen, 1987). Also, precipitation of nitrides was reported to be related to the presence 
of oxides that may serve as substrates for nucleation (Choi, Matsuura, & Tsukihashi, 
2013). Precipitation conditions define the size distribution and shape of the nitrides: they 
often observed as polyhedral particles (Figure 7) of the size less 10 μm with a tendency to 
grow bigger as nitrogen content increases (Figure 8). 
 
Figure 7. Titanium nitrides in Fe–Al–Ti–N Alloy.  
Reproduced from Choi et al. (2013). 
 
Figure 8. Size distribution of the observed TiN inclusions in a Fe-Al-
Ti-N alloy. 
Reproduced from Choi et al. (2013). 
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Nitrogen removal from steel is proved to be very difficult (Ghosh, 2000). Unlike 
oxygen and sulfur, nitrogen compounds are not stable at high temperature, and, therefore, 
cannot be effectively absorbed by slag. Moreover, some elements present in steel, e.g. 
carbon, decrease the thermodynamic activity of nitrogen and make a formation of a new 
nitride phase less preferable (Jang et al., 2014). Also, the vacuum treatment (Matsuno, 
Kikuchi, Arai, Yamada, & Ishii, 1999) but has little effect on nitrogen removal despite its 
efficiency for other dissolved gasses that obey Sievert’s law. It was reported that some 
degree of denitrogenation is possible at low concentration of sulfur and oxygen (Kor & 
Glaws, 1998, pp. 701-703).  
Concluding this section it would be necessary to emphasize that presence of non-
metallic phase in steel is the inevitable result of any melting and deoxidation practice. 
Having said that it is important to review the means available for metal cleanliness 
control, for inclusions removal, and inclusions engineering suitable for a steel foundry. 
Evaluation of Steel Cleanliness 
For each particular grade of steel, cleanliness can be defined through a number of 
indices that are measured either during the processing phase or upon quality inspection of 
the castings. Some those indices were mentioned earlier in the chapter, e.g. size 
distribution of inclusions. Analytical methods used to determine values of the cleanliness 
indices can be direct or indirect (Zhang, 2006b). Zhang and Thomas (2003) grouped 23 
different direct methods into the following categories: (a) evaluation of solid steel 
sections; (b) evaluation of solid steel volumes; (c) inclusion size distribution after 
inclusion extraction; and (d) inclusion evaluation in liquid metal. There is less diversity 
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among indirect methods: according to the same article the most widely used methods are: 
(a) active and total oxygen measurement; (b) nitrogen pickup measurement; (c) dissolved 
aluminum loss measurement; (d) slag composition measurement. It is important to 
mention that both direct and indirect methods of the cleanliness evaluation provide a 
retrospective view of the steel cleanliness; however, the data collected through these 
methods might be used to improve the cleanliness in the future processing cycles. 
Oxygen Content in Steel 
Following up the discussion concerning oxide inclusions in steel, the control of 
oxygen concentration in molten metal appears to very important. Oxygen content in steel 
is typically evaluated using two measures: (a) electrochemical measurement of dissolved, 
or active, oxygen content (Ramamoorthy, Dutta, & Akbar, 2003), and (b) total oxygen, 
which includes both active oxygen and oxygen in compounds. Electrochemical 
measurements with oxygen sensors can instantaneously provide the information 
regarding the active oxygen content, which can very useful in adjustments of deoxidation 
additions (Tu & Janke, 1995). Oxygen activity is controlled by the element with the 
strongest affinity among those present in the melt and represents the amount of oxygen 
that has not yet reacted. In order to have control over the composition of oxide inclusions, 
active oxygen concentration must be lowered to minimal by the addition of deoxidizing 
alloys. Currently, the acceptable level of active oxygen at the end of ladle treatment cycle 
is 2-4 ppm (Kor & Glaws, 1998, p. 677).  
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Figure 9. Change of active oxygen concentration at different stages of 
deoxidation. 
Reproduced from Björklund, Andersson, and Jönsson (2007). 
 
Deoxidation steeply decreases the level of active oxygen in steel, but total oxygen 
responds to this operation differently (Figure 9). The main driving force of the total 
oxygen level decrease is floatation of inclusions towards the metal-slag interface, and 
consequent absorption of the inclusions by the slag. The oxide particles precipitated in 
liquid metal are usually small, < 50 μm, and, hence, in presence of strong deoxidizers, the 
total oxygen content serves as an indirect measure of small oxide inclusions 
concentration (Zhang, 2006b). The drawback of the total oxygen measurement is that the 
method is time-consuming even in the most state-of-the-art implementations, and, thus, 
cannot be conducted during the ladle treatment operation. 
A significant contribution to the formation of inclusions is made by the 
reoxidation, a wide variety of reactions between metal, slag, refractory materials, and air 
(Björklund et al., 2007; Monroe & Blair, 2005). Due to entrainment of air into the stream 
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of metal at tapping and teeming, reoxidation becomes virtually inevitable, and the free 
surface area exposed to the contact with air can reach up to 100 m2 per ton of steel (Wang 
& Beckermann, 2006). Protective measures, such as bottom teeming (Zhang et al., 2006), 
decrease the reoxidation effect only to some degree. Vacuum degassing was proved very 
effective in deoxidation of molten steel due to economic and technical reasons this 
method is typically not used by steel foundries. 
 
Figure 10. The relationship between total oxygen content, inclusion 
content in steel, and methods of ladle treatment. 
Reproduced from Zhang and Thomas (2003).  
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CHAPTER 3  
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Procedure of Study 
In pursuit of the goals and objectives for the current study, the experimentation 
included four consecutively conducted steps. The first step was selection and preparation 
of experimental material, a medium-carbon, medium alloy steel, and the preparation 
included forming a raw materials combination, melting, deoxidation, and casting the test 
coupons. As a part of the preparation step, the sampling of metal was performed to 
investigate the fluctuation of the chemical composition of the steel throughout the whole 
processing cycle. The second step consisted of heat treatment procedure of the test 
castings that was followed by mechanical testing of the experimental steel specimens. 
The third step concerned the microstructural examination of the specimens that 
underwent mechanical tests and qualitative and quantitative description of the 
experimental steel microstructure. The fourth step was a statistical analysis of the data 
collected at all experimental stages with the goal of determination of the degree, to which 
the process variables affect the response variable. 
It is important to point out that any steelmaking process has two turning points at 
which the chemical composition, temperature, and physical state of the metal change 
drastically. These points are tapping (transferring of liquid metal from the furnace to 
ladle) and teeming (transferring of liquid metal from the ladle to mold). Therefore the 
statistical analysis of experimental data was performed separately for the melting and 
ladle operation. Integration of some experimental data from different processing stages is 
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also valid when a variable is present throughout several stages, and tapping and teeming 
contribute to the change of that variable. Such approach was exercised in analyzing the 
effect of nitrogen and oxygen contents in steel on its microstructure and mechanical 
properties. 
Another very important aspect of the current experiment was its reproducibility in 
actual steel foundry settings. In other words, the intent of the experiment was to replicate 
common foundry practices, including typical process variables, in well-controlled 
laboratory settings, and obtain data that can be further used in optimization of existing 
processing technologies. The replication of foundry practice was not only applied to the 
sequence and essence of the operations, but also to the scale of the experimental set-up: 
the amount of metal produced in each experimental trial was 300 lbs. that can be 
considered as semi-industrial scale.  
Selection of Experimental Material 
Selection of the experimental steel was conducted to meet the conditions of a 
typical foundry process replication. The steel should not have a high content of alloying 
elements, and, hence, not being considered for special secondary treatment. In the same 
time, the steel has to have typical alloying elements that are common to medium alloy 
steels. Typical medium alloy steel contains around 5% of alloying elements in total. In 
the AISI/SAE steel grade classification system the category closest to these requirements 
is 92xx, where xx is the amount of carbon in weight percent, digits after decimal point. 
This category comprised of silicon-manganese steels with additions of other elements. 
The steels from 92xx category are often used for applications that accompanied with 
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significant impact and bending loads: for example, 9255 is a steel for spring 
manufacturing; number “55” in the grade designation points out average carbon content 
of 0.55 wt. %. However, the experimental steel does not have particular AISI/SAE grade 
designation. A prospective application for the experimental steel is cast parts for ground 
engaging tools (GET). The most widely used GET products are teeth and their adaptors 
for excavator buckets. This application assumes a high degree of abrasion and impact 
stresses.  
For the experimental steel, the average carbon content was set to comply with low 
carbon range, i.e. around 0.30 wt. %. This would assure the development of two phases in 
the metal upon solidification: ferrite and martensite. In the experimental steel additions of 
chromium and molybdenum would increase the solubility of carbon in iron, and, hence, 
promote the formation of austenite, which at lower temperature will transform to 
martensite. The projected composition of the experimental steel is presented in Table 1. 
In addition to the elements presented in Table 1, the elements added for steel deoxidation 
would also exhibit some retained amount in the final chemical analysis. These numbers 
will be presented in the data analysis section.  
Table 1. The chemical composition of the experimental steel. 
C Si Mn Cr Mo P S 
0.25…0.32 1.4…1.8 0.5…0.9 1.6…2.0 0.3…0.4 <0.02 <0.01 
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Description of Induction Melting 
The experiment conducted in this study is concerned about steel processing in 
foundry settings. This means instead of refining-intensive technology exercised at steel 
mill the processing of steel is conducted by remelting of metallic materials that have a 
chemical composition close to the target set in the steel grade specification.  
A foundry steel remelting practice can be described as follows: a mix of raw 
materials, or a charge, is compiled in the way that all necessary chemical elements are 
either present in the mix or can be added to it; as to unwanted elements their presence is 
reduced, and sometimes completely eliminated, by careful selection of the raw materials 
in the course of the charge preparation. If such conditions are met the need for refining is 
hypothetically obsolete.  
 
Figure 11. The design of induction furnace.  
Reproduced from Gandhewar, Bansod, and Borade (2011). 
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The most common method of scrap remelting is induction melting. Industrial 
induction furnaces have a coreless design (Gandhewar et al., 2011) when the coil is 
separated from contact with metal by a refractory crucible, which serves as melting 
vessel. The furnace generator supplies high-frequency alternating current to the coil, and 
the electromagnetic induction generates eddy currents within the metal scrap inside the 
crucible. Since the metallic materials in the crucible exhibit some degree of electrical 
resistance, the metal heats up, and at certain point melts. In general, the ultimate goal of 
the induction melting process is to bring the loaded scrap into the molten state, and, 
therefore, to make the chemical composition uniform, or homogenize the melt. The 
contact of molten metal with surrounding air and crucible’s refractory inevitably leads to 
oxidation of certain chemical elements and formation of slag on the surface of the melt. 
Since the crucible with molten metal is not isolated from the surrounding air the process 
is often referred to as air induction melting (Hubbard, 1972). 
Induction melting was selected for the experimental trials due to several reasons. 
This method by design has a limited number of process variables, and all of them can be 
monitored and controlled. Heating and melting are conducted by contactless translation 
of electrical energy from the generator, and, hence, the contamination of metal by any 
kind of fuel residue is eliminated. The temperature of metal in is effectively controlled by 
the power adjustments and can be stabilized in a narrow range required for alloying and 
deoxidation. Finally, as one of the objectives of the experiment was to replicate a 
common foundry steelmaking practice, the choice induction melting for experimental 
steel processing appears to be reasonable and well-justified.   
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Experimental Method of Slag Forming 
In a typical steelmaking process formation of slag is inevitable step due to the 
tendency to spontaneous oxidation exhibited by most metals with the increase of 
temperature. Slag is a mixture of molten oxides that builds up in the furnace due to 
reaction various chemical elements (iron, silicon, manganese, chromium, and others) with 
oxygen during melting. In the beginning of melting slag starts forming a film on the 
surface of still solid pieces of the charge components. New portions of oxidized 
components of the charge material are supplying the slag, and its amount increases 
throughout melting period. The slag has a density lower than metal, and, hence, the slag 
floats on the surface of the molten metal pool. When melting of the charge is complete 
and all metal in the furnace turned into liquid, a layer of slag coagulates on the surface of 
metal due to immiscibility of metallic and oxide melts. At this point, metal and slag have 
large contact surface, which, along with elevated temperature, facilitates higher rates of 
reactions between the two melts.   
As was mentioned before most of these reactions are oxidative: components of 
metallic charge active react with atmospheric oxygen at increased temperature. The 
chemical composition of the induction melting slags has prevailing amounts of acidic 
oxides silicon oxide (SiO2), manganese oxide (MnO), and iron oxide (FeO or Fe2O3). In 
induction melting the slag receives heat only from the molten metal because the oxides in 
slag do not exhibit the magnetic properties necessary for induction heating. Given that the 
temperature of slag is always lower than the temperature of the metal. Lower temperature 
also makes the slag viscous. In such conditions, this viscous mixture of oxides with acidic 
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properties could only favor further oxidation can develop for iron and other dissolved 
elements, such as carbon, silicon, and manganese.  
The low temperature of slag is the reason why refining of steel from impurities is 
restricted in the induction melting practice. For example, the reactions that bind sulfur 
and phosphorus dissolved in metal into compounds then acquired by slag require a high 
temperature of slag and presence of oxides with basic properties as opposed to acidic, 
namely calcium oxide (CaO) and magnesium oxide (MgO). These oxides are added 
intentionally to the surface of the melt, and the high temperature is required to dissolve 
them in the existing slag mixture. If these additions of the basic oxides were made into 
relatively cold induction furnace slag then their dissolution would be very difficult and 
time-consuming, and the refining effect would be negligible.  
Therefore, in a common practice of induction melting formed slag is being 
removed as soon as it develops a thick enough layer that solidifies on the top. The 
removal operation exposes the surface of molten metal and can be repeated several times 
during melting cycle. This process essentially comprises skimming of oxidized layer of 
metal, and as soon as the layer develops the operation is performed again. 
Exposure of the metal surface due to repeating removal of slag creates conditions 
for oxygen and nitrogen transport for surrounding air to molten steel. Most of that 
absorbed oxygen actively reacts with metal on the surface thus forming a new layer of 
slag.  Over time slag and metal reach the state that can be described as metastable 
thermodynamic equilibrium: the reactions of formation and decomposition of the oxides 
maintain a balance of oxygen in the metal-slag system. Nitrogen does not actively react 
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with the components of the melt and does not form any compounds that can be removed 
with the slag during melting. Therefore, nitrogen absorbed during melting retains in metal 
until solidification.  
In the current experiment, the slag removal operation was included in the set of 
process variables of melting stage. On the half of the experimental heats (six out of 
twelve), the slag had been removed as soon as it formed a distinctive layer on the surface 
of metal. Since the surface of metal was left exposed for significant part of melting it was 
anticipated that a flux of oxygen and nitrogen into the metal would be established, and, 
consecutively, conditions for excessive precipitation of non-metallic inclusions would be 
created. Such exercise was intended to prove the point that slag removal practice is not 
suitable for induction remelting when the goal is to produce steel with maximum 
cleanliness. 
The control of response from this variable was carried out through measurements 
of oxygen and nitrogen content throughout melting cycle. A change in the content of both 
elements would signalize whether slag removal produced a significant influence on the 
absorption of oxygen and nitrogen. The measurements were conducted at certain points 
of each melting cycle: (a) upon completion scrap meltdown; (b) prior to alloying 
additions of silicon, manganese, and chromium; (c) prior to tapping the steel from the 
furnace to ladle.  
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Argon Stirring of Molten Metal 
Regardless of the process method, one of the most important tasks of steel melting 
is to create a melt that is uniform in its composition throughout the volume, or 
homogeneous. The most obvious way of reaching this state is to stir the melt thoroughly. 
Because of high temperature of the melt direct mechanical stirring with a mixing blade is 
not a good option: (a) exposure to highly reactive hot melt would quickly lead to erosion 
of the material the mixer made of; (b) a mixer would require a powerful engine, a 
drivetrain, and additional electrical energy to power this system; (c) erosion of 
submerged parts of such mixer would add up to contamination of the melt with 
exogenous inclusions. The alternative solution is pneumatic stirring when gas bubbles are 
injected into metal, and their motion through the volume of liquid creates the powerful 
stirring effect (Mazumdar & Guthrie, 1986). The gas must chemical inert to metal, and 
the most common choice is argon, a noble gas isolated by fractional distillation of air. 
There are two widely used methods of argon injection into molten steel: (a) a gas 
diffuser or a purging plug, a porous ceramic insert with gas manifold installed in the 
bottom of a furnace or ladle, and (b) a lance, a steel pipe in refractory jacket that is 
submerged into molten metal from the top (used only in ladles). Argon injection using the 
lance method does not require major modifications to either furnace or ladle design. The 
drawbacks of the method were: (a) the lance experiences rapid erosion during the work 
cycle, (b) the stirring effect localized only in the area adjacent to the lance; (c) the lance 
is submerged to only half to three-quarters of the depth, hence some volume of the melt 
at bottom may not be stirring thoroughly. The lance-based injection was mostly 
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implemented in ladle treatment practice, while bottom purging through a plug was 
implemented in both furnaces and ladles. Porous plugs for argon injection have several 
different competitive designs depending on the service conditions and proprietary 
consideration by the device manufacturers. As compared to the lance injection, porous 
plug has several advantageous features: (a) larger count of smaller bubbles provides a 
smoother flux of the liquid, avoiding excessive exposure of the metal surface to air; (b) 
the bubbles are ejected from the bottom of a vessel, i.e. the entire volume of metal is 
being subjected to stirring. The most important disadvantage of the porous plug argon 
injection method is a labor-intensive and time-consuming replacement procedure, which 
requires a temporary stoppage of the furnace or ladle. However, the durability of porous 
plugs is also higher than that of the lances and reaches from 50 heats for ladle-based 
devices to 400 heats for the furnace plugs. A typical lance service time does not exceed 
10 heats due to intensive chemical and thermal erosion (Thrum, 2005).  
Electromagnetic field used induction furnace to heat and melt the metal create its 
own powerful stirring force. Moreover, in some secondary treatment facilities induction 
coils used as a separate electromagnetic stirring (EMS) devices. The flux of molten metal 
is driven by induction field, and it is directed from the center towards the periphery and 
from the bottom to the top. Earlier studies (Nakanishi & Fujii, 1973) reported that 
although the effectiveness of electromagnetic stirring is superior to the one of the argon 
injection, there is one important feature of pneumatic stirring should not be overseen: 
phase boundaries created by the bubbles. A gas bubble in the liquid metal besides stirring 
also provide a surface for absorption of dissolved elements. 
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Figure 12. Schematic representation of argon injection through bottom 
plug.  
(a) Ladle cross-section with the plug installed on the left and the 
tapping slide-gate mechanism on the right;  
(b) cross-section of a channel type plug with five porous ceramic 
channels stemming from the argon distribution manifold.  




Figure 13. Schematic representation of argon injection into molten 
steel using submerged lance.  
Image reproduced from Szekely et al. (1989). 
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Since the gas bubbles are filled with chemically inert argon they can act as 
“chemical” vacuum volumes, with no partial pressure of other gasses such as nitrogen, 
oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide. For these dissolved gasses a floating argon 
bubble work as a trap that helps them to reestablish molecular form and nucleate in a 
bubble of certain composition (nitrogen, etc.). 
Argon stirring of molten steel in the furnace was included into the current 
experiment exactly to quantify its degassing potential. The chemical vacuum effect is 
more important for nitrogen removal, and removal of oxygen in the form carbon 
monoxide: 
 [ ] { }22
1 NN →  (1) 
 [ ] [ ] { }COOC →+  (2) 
 
Besides the chemical vacuum effect, the stirring of the melt assists (a) the 
reactions between oxygen and other elements (silicon, manganese, carbon), and (b) 
removal of non-metallic inclusions to the slag-metal surface boundary. This is especially 
important since some of the deoxidation operations, namely preliminary deoxidation 
called blocking, is carried out in the furnace before the metal is tapped into the ladle. 
Preliminary deoxidation consists of adding silicon and manganese that consume most of 
the dissolved oxygen. The products of this operation are manganese silicates that remain 
liquid due to the high temperature of the process and exothermic character of the reaction 
between silicon and oxygen.  
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The induction furnace used in the experimental trials was equipped with a gas 
diffuser installed in the bottom of the furnace. The diffuser had a slightly different design 
from those used for the ladles in large steelmaking shops. Instead of preformed channels 
(Figure 12b), the gas distribution manifold supplies argon through compacted porous 
refractory material, which also forms the bottom part of the furnace refractory lining. In 
other words, a large portion of the furnace bottom surface area works as a purging device, 
creating small, dispersed argon bubbles. 
Since the purging plug was stationary the only parameter of argon stirring that can 
be adjusted was the flow rate gas. According to the device manufacturer (Capital 
Refractories Ltd., 2007) the minimal rate per ton of steel (2000 lbs.) during scrap melting 
would be 10 liters per minute, and for the fully molten metal, the rate can be decreased to 
6-8 liters per minute. Therefore, for 300-lbs furnace used in the experimental trials, the 
rates would be 1.5 L/min and 1 L/min, or 3 and 2 ft2/hr. respectively. This rate remained 
constant through all trials with argon purging. Argon was supplied from a standard 
330 ft2 tank. 
The outgoing flow of metal saturated with the argon bubbles is called a plume. If 
the layer of slag is too thin or the argon flow rate too high for the vessel, plume becomes 
the place where molten metal makes a contact with surrounding air. Multiple argon 
bubbles significantly increase the contact surface between air and metal. Upon this 
contact, the balance between oxygen content in metal and slag would be disturbed, and 
this will cause secondary oxidation of the deoxidized metal, or reoxidation. Also, if the 
oxygen content is lowered in the metal, for example after blocking, the exposure of metal 
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to air will increase nitrogen absorption due to change in the surface tensions of the metal 
(Ryabov, 1998). That is an excessive stirring of molten steel is harmful to metal 
cleanliness from oxygen and nitrogen.  
In the current experiment argon stirring was included in the set of process 
variables of the induction melting for two reasons: (a) to estimate how argon stirring 
affect the mass exchange processes in the metal-slag system using deoxidation reactions 
as an example; (b) to estimate the degassing potential of argon stirring in relation to 
nitrogen content in steel.  
 
Figure 14. Gas-liquid reaction model.  
Reproduced from Venturini and Goldschmit (2007). 
 
Selection of Raw Materials for Melting 
The raw materials that steel foundries use for remelting are divided into two 
categories: (a) commercial steel scrap purchased from a metal recycling company, and 
(b) own turnover metal, called returns. Commercial scrap is classified according to its 
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chemical composition and shape factor. Usually, recycling companies offer a wide 
variety of steel scrap from plain carbon steel to stainless and other alloyed grades. Shape 
factor is especially important for the foundries that operate small and medium size 
induction furnaces: smaller pieces of scrap allow for denser loading, fewer additional 
loads, and, hence, shorter melting cycle. The shape factor is important for own steel 
returns that contain mainly risers, runners, and other elements of gating systems. The 
castings that did not pass quality inspection are also included in the returning steel mix.  
In general, for a foundry it would be beneficial to keep the ratio between 
commercial scrap and returns in favor of the latter: this would reduce the expenditures on 
purchasing the scrap, lower the production costs, and, mainly, would help to recycle 
mentioned steel left-overs.  Since induction melting does not allow for refining of metal 
from unwanted elements, the chemical composition of the load, or the charge, is usually 
composed to be close to the target chemical composition of the steel.  
Methodology of Sampling 
From the review of literature, it was learned that oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur 
have several possible sources of introducing into metal during foundry operations. 
Depending on the source the resulting inclusions can be exogenous (formed before 
introduction to metal) and endogenous (formed as products of reactions in metal). The 
options are summarized in Table 2. The contribution, both qualitative and quantitative, of 
each operation to inclusion contamination may vary, and, hence, needs to be investigated. 
It is very important to note that inclusions carry over is very likely to occur when proceed 
to the next operation, e.g. from the furnace to ladle. An examination of the final sample 
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taken from solidified casting would provide only cumulative information on inclusions 
parameters, but not on the processing stage at which they were formed. Thus, the 
sampling has to be conducted throughout the whole processing cycle from the charge 
meltdown to the pouring. 
Table 2. Sources oxygen and nitrogen entering molten steel 
Source of contamination Operation Type of inclusions 
Steel scrap (commercial) furnace exogenous 
Scraped castings & gating system parts (internal) furnace exogenous 
Primary oxidation during melting furnace endogenous 
Refractory lining erosion furnace & ladle exogenous 
Slag particles furnace & ladle exogenous 
Products of preliminary deoxidation (blocking) reactions  furnace endogenous 
Products of reoxidation reactions during tapping ladle endogenous 
Products of final deoxidation in the ladle ladle & mold endogenous 
 
Statistical Analysis of Experimental Data 
Melting and ladle treatment have different conditions of heat and mass exchange 
inside the molten metal pool. Also, the ladle treatment starts with the addition of alloys to 
the metal that changes its chemical composition and affects the reactions that take place 
in the metal, including those responsible for the precipitation of the non-metallic 
inclusions. Since these reactions are of particular interest in the current study, it was 
determined that the data for melting and ladle treatment stages must be analyzed 
separately. Another consideration in favor to separate the analyses was the difference in 
the set of variables that are controlled during the melting and ladle treatment sub-
experiments: some of the variables were only present in one stage and absent in another.   
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The Choice of Sample Size 
Each experimental trial required sufficient amount of materials, energy, and labor, 
hence the number of the experimental runs had to be reasonable. In the same time, the 
sample size must be sufficient to make a statistically valid conclusion, either qualitative 
or quantitative, about the influence that is produced by independent variables upon a 
response variable. As the number of independent and dependent variables was different at 
every stage of the experiment, hence, the number of experimental runs required for a 
conclusive statistical analysis would differ as well.  
The approach to the analysis of the melting sub-experiment began with 
identifying the components of the statistical models using appropriate terms. The 
response variable had to reflect a possibility of formation and precipitation of non-
metallic inclusions. Since there two types of inclusions that most detrimental for 
mechanical properties of the steel – oxides and nitrides – it was decided to study two 
response variables in this sub-experiment: (a) the oxygen content, and (b) the nitrogen 
content. The two response variables were examined with the premise that they are 
influenced by three process variables: (a) the amount of returning steel in the furnace 
charge; (b) purging of molten steel with argon; (c) slag skimming during melting. All 
three variables in this experiment were categorical (factors) with two levels of variation 
that designated either presence or absence of action from each variable. The two levels 
were meant to represent the extremes in the foundry practice and to determine the 
significance of each factor to the change in oxygen and nitrogen concentration in metal. 
The influence of the factors on a continuous response variable can be studied by analysis 
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of variance (ANOVA). The analysis performed on a dataset obtained from an experiment 
with factorial design (Montgomery, 2008). For three factors with two levels of variation, 
a full factorial experiment would require 23, or 8, experimental runs. 
The part of the experiment that concerned deoxidation of steel in the ladle can be 
described in several ways. First of all, the response variables in this part of the 
experiment are the same as in the melting part, i.e. the content of nitrogen and oxygen in 
the metal. These parameters were measured three times after tapping: upon completion of 
tapping, in the mold, and in the casting upon solidification. Independent variables in this 
part of the experiment are the alloys additions to the metal during tapping. The alloys 
were aluminum, ferrotitanium, and their combination. These additions can be seen as (a) 
a single categorical variable (a factor) with three levels variation, or (b) three categorical 
variables with two degrees of variation. In both cases, a suitable method of analysis is 
ANOVA as well. The first option would provide only an answer to whether the 
treatments produce any effect on the response variable. The second option is more 
descriptive since it is capable of determining which combination of the deoxidizing alloys 
produce a significant effect on the response variables. In this case, the ANOVA approach 
can be extended by running it in combination with the least squares regression approach, 
and this method is called General Linear Model (Nelder & Baker, 1972).   Since the 
primary focus of this study was to assess the effect of complex deoxidation practice, the 
alloys were added in combinations. Then, each combination of the alloys can be seen as a 
treatment applied to the study subject.  
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In the same time, deoxidation was conducted once, during the tapping the steel 
out of the furnace. Concentrations of the elements added at the tapping are measured 
twice: (a) a sample from the ladle before pouring the molten metal into the mold, and (b) 
a sample from the casting. An ANOVA approach can be to determine whether a 
combination of alloys produce a significant effect on the mean values of oxygen and 
nitrogen content.  
Melting Experiment 
The obtained results were analyzed separately: (a) melting process variables were 
studied in the assumption of the effect they produce on the oxygen and nitrogen 
concentration in steel before tapping; (b) deoxidation variables were studied in relation to 
dissolved gasses concentrations, parameters of inclusions, and impact properties. Such 
division is justified by a tremendous change in the molten metal properties during the 
tapping: at this point, highly turbulent motion of the metal stream thoroughly mixes the 
melt, and temperature of the metal drops steeply. Also, deoxidation and reoxidation 
processes develop simultaneously and alter the process of inclusion formation.   
 
Melting and Slag Practice 
Melting of the steel was done in 135 kg air induction furnace with fused alumina 
refractory lining. The raw metallic materials for melting were: (a) a commercial low-
carbon low-alloy steel scrap (similar to AISI 1020) and (b) own steel returns of the same 
chemistry as the experimental steel. The returns were acting as an additional source of 
nitrogen and oxygen. 
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In order to alter slag composition and induce nitrogen and oxygen pick-up from 
air a slag coagulant (perlite, 73…75% SiO2, 12…14% Al2O3) was added to thicken the 
slag to ease its removal. The slag removal operation was taking about 10 to 15 seconds, 
and it had been repeated three to five times throughout the melting cycle. The last slag 
removal operation on every heat was done 5 to 10 seconds prior to tapping the furnace.  
Accounting for the loss of heat in tapping, ladle operations and pouring, and the 
liquidus temperature for lower and upper chemical composition limits (1477…1493 º C) 
the tapping temperature was calculated as the minimum of 1643 ºC. The range for the 
liquidus temperature was determined using formula suggested by Miettinen and 
Howe (2000, p. 213). 
Argon Stirring 
Argon stirring was implemented by installing a porous ceramic plug into the 
bottom of the furnace, in the center. The flow rate of argon was set to the minimum of 
5 L/min at the very start of melting, and when the entire charge was molten and the 
temperature reached 1560…1565 ℃ the rate was changed to 12 L/min and was kept 
constant until tapping. 
Deoxidation 
Deoxidation of the metal was done in two steps: preliminary deoxidation in the 
furnace by adding ferromanganese and ferrosilicon, which also served to adjust the 
chemical compositions for Si and Mn; second, final deoxidation was done during tapping 
the metal into ladle by a combination of Ti, Zr, and Al. Aluminum was added to the 
bottom of the empty ladle before the tapping began, and zirconium and titanium were 
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added to the metal stream. Zirconium additions were made on every experimental trial, 
while other additions were made according to the design of experiment (Table 3). The 
chemical composition of the alloys used in the experiment is given in Table 4. 
Table 3. Design of experimental deoxidation practice. 
Addition rates Deoxidizers Number of trial heats 
Al = 0.055 wt. % 
Ti = 0.025 wt. % 
Zr = 0.025 wt. % 
Zr 4 
Ti + Zr 2 
Al + Zr 2 
Al + Ti + Zr 4 
 
Table 4. The chemical composition of Al, Ti, Zr-bearing alloys. 
Alloy C Si Mn Al Cu Ti V Zr Ca Ba Fe 
Fe-Si-Zr 0.28 51.08 - - - - - 35.06 - - 13.58 
Fe-Ti 0.09 0.1 0.151 3.47 - 70.31 1.71 0.866 - - 23.303 
Al - 0.9 0.3 95 0.63 0.02 - - - - 3.15 
 
Test Castings 
The metal from each heat was poured into two sets of test coupons, Y-block 
castings, of three characteristic widths: 50, 100, and 150 mm (six casting total for each 
heat). The molds for the test casting were made of silica sand with phenolic urethane 
binder.  Upon cooling the castings were sectioned for further heat treatment and impact 
toughness testing. The heat treatment included proprietary quenching and tempering 
procedures. 
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Sampling for Total Oxygen and Nitrogen Content 
Sampling of the material for total oxygen and nitrogen content was performed on 
every trial heat upon completion of each key operation: (a) upon meltdown, (b) before 
preliminary deoxidation, (c) after preliminary deoxidation, (d) after tapping and 
deoxidation, and (e) from the mold after pouring. The samples (so-called “pins”) were 
taken by means of dipping of an evacuated quartz tubes into molten metal. The samples 
were analyzed on a LECO Oxygen/Nitrogen Elemental Analyzer using an Inert Gas 
Fusion Infrared and Thermal Conductivity Detection Technique: a metallic sample is 
heated in inert gas (argon or helium) environment to the temperature over 2500 ℃, which 
allows for evolution of the gases dissolved in metal; the gases then analyzed by non-
dispersive IR cell (oxygen) and thermal conductivity (nitrogen).  The concentration 
readings for both oxygen and nitrogen are reported in parts per million, or ten-
thousandths of weight percent, which are common units for small quantities of matter, 
especially dissolved gasses. 
Heat Treatment Procedure 
Low carbon medium alloy steels often develop a two-phase microstructure in as-
cast condition upon solidification and cooling. The two phases detected in this structure 
are ferrite and martensite. The ferrite phase precipitates usually at the grain boundaries; it 
is so called intergranular ferrite. In some cases, especially in presence of inclusions, the 
ferrite colonies can build up inside the grains, and this type of ferrite is called 
intragranular (Shim, Cho, Chung, Shim, & Lee, 1999). In both cases, the phase 
composition is around 90 % martensite and 10% ferrite phase, with some variations. 
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Since ferrite and martensite have a different crystal structure and, hence, different 
mechanical properties, and this difference along with other microstructural defects, 
inclusions, makes the steel prompt to intragranular fracture, often referred to as rock 
candy fracture (Cao & Zhou, 1996).  
In most cases, a proper heat treatment can eliminate the two-phase structure. This 
is achieved by bringing martensite and ferrite to the homogeneous solid solution, i.e. 
heating and holding the metal above austenite transformation temperature. The holding 
time depends on the chemical composition of the steel. Then the steel is quenched, i.e. 
cooled fast enough to prevent decomposition of austenite, so the resulting structure would 
have the only martensite in it. Quenching is followed by tempering, the type of heat 
treatment when a part heated and held at a temperature below austenite transformation. 
The purpose of tempering is to remove the strain accumulated after quenching (Steel 
Founders' Society of America, 1985). 
The heat treatment was conducted in order to illuminate the ferrite phase. The 
target microstructure was martensite. The treatment included three steps: (a) heating the 
steel above the austenite transformation temperature (above 1200 °C), followed by 
quenching at the temperature below martensite transformation; (b) tempering of the steel 
at 400 °C to reduce the strain caused by rapid quenching. All casting of the experimental 
steel were subjected to a heat treatment. 
Analysis of Microstructure 
The microstructure was examined on the samples taken from both as-cast and heat 
treated test castings. First assessment of the microstructure was with a light optical 
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microscope. The parameters recorded from the microstructure images included the total 
count of non-metallic inclusions in five fields per each sample, the total area occupied by 
the inclusions, and the number of inclusion per square millimeter. In order to determine 
the chemical composition of the inclusions selected samples were studied on a SEM with 
energy dispersive spectrometer (EDX).  
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CHAPTER 4  
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Introduction 
The analysis of experimental results was conducted separately for melting and 
deoxidation experiments. Twelve test trials – the steel heats – were run to collect the 
necessary samples for both experiments. In the melting experiment, a full-factorial design 
with three variables at two levels only eight experimental trials were. In order to 
accommodate this condition the results of trials with the same level of melting process 
variables were combined, and the responses, i.e. total oxygen and nitrogen content, were 
averaged. In the ladle treatment experiment all twelve trials were taken into 
consideration, and they were analyzed as follows: (a) general conclusion regarding 
deoxidation practice and its influence was drawn based on four different deoxidation 
treatments; (b) conclusions concerning relationship between deoxidizing additions, 
inclusions and impact toughness were drawn based on individual input from each trial.  
Results of Melting Experiment 
The main goal of the melting experiment was to determine the significance of 
change in process variables from one level to another on the content of nitrogen and 
oxygen variation in the metal by the end of melting. Therefore, the response variable in 
the design was the final measurement of the gas content before tapping, and the same 
design was used for both oxygen and nitrogen. Eight out of twelve trails were subjected 
to the analysis to meet full-factorial design with three variables with levels of variation. 
The design matrix with the response variables values is presented in Table 5.  
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The design was analyzed in the Minitab software using analysis of variance 
(Table 6). The analysis showed the significance of returns and argon stirring on the 
variation of nitrogen content in steel, while slag removal practice was found to be not 
significant. In the same time, all three process variable were found to be not significant 
for variation in the total oxygen content. 
Table 5. Design matrix for the melting experiment. 
Standard 
order Argon Slag Returns Nitrogen, ppm Oxygen, ppm 
1 No Covered No 64 120 
2 Yes Covered No 117 80 
3 No Open No 85 45 
4 Yes Open No 143 53 
5 No Covered Yes 109 56 
6 Yes Covered Yes 128 72 
7 No Open Yes 117 59 
8 Yes Open Yes 204 58 
 
Table 6. Results of the statistical analysis of the process variables 
effect models using ANOVA. 
Dependent variable Independent variables Model R2 Returns Slag cover Argon stirring 
[N] p-value 0.014 0.067 0.049 88.69 significance yes no yes 
[O] p-value 0.802 0.144 0.454 50.32 significance no no no 
 
A few conclusions can be done based on the proceeding statistical analysis. Steel 
returns were proved to be a sufficient source of nitrogen. If no special treatment, such as 
vacuum degassing, is conducted to remove nitrogen from the metal, the amount of 
returning steel in the charge must be kept at a reasonable minimum, for example, 50% of 
the total weight of the charge. The argon stirring effect on the nitrogen content can be 
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explained as follows: the mixing effect of the argon bubbles (in addition to mixing 
created by the induction currents) allows for faster motion of metal toward the surface, 
and, hence, faster rate of nitrogen diffusion in steel. Yet another reason of argon stirring 
significance for the nitrogen content variations is that argon gas contains small amounts 
of nitrogen (0.3 %) retained after its purification, and this nitrogen could also be absorbed 
by the melt. 
The lack of evidence to support the influence of the process variables on the total 
oxygen content can be explained by the following reasons. The sample size (n = 8) was 
rather small considering highly reactive nature of the element. On the other hand, 
preliminary additions of silicon, manganese, and chromium during melting may have 
affected the variability of the oxygen content through thorough deoxidation of the melt 
and kept the total oxygen content at a steady level.  
Recovery of Deoxidation Additions 
Average tapping time was around 10 seconds, and the ladle was then transported 
to the casting pit. At the casting pit, a sample for total oxygen and nitrogen was taken 
along with a bulk chemistry sample, and the temperature of the metal was measured. The 
ladle was held until the temperature reached nearly 1655-1665 °C, the optimal pouring 
temperature for this grade of steel. Based on the temperature reading the ladle may have 
been held for several minutes. Also, the extended holding time was meant to promote 
floatation of large inclusions formed during deoxidation. After the desired temperature 
was reached the metal was poured into the molds. Another total oxygen/nitrogen pin 
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sample was taken from the mold with a 150 mm casting. The castings were cooled 
naturally in air for 10 to 12 hours. 
A preliminary conclusion about the reactions that develop during deoxidation can 
be drawn from the recovery rate of the deoxidizing elements from each addition 
(Table 7). Zirconium recovery rates were the lowest (72% on average) regardless of 
neither of the combination with other alloys nor as a single addition. Aluminum exhibited 
a better recovery (81.6% on average), which suggested that zirconium reaction with 
oxygen dominated in this system. The recovery of titanium, highest among others, 
indicated that this element had been predominantly dissolved in metal with a little 
participation in the deoxidation process.  
Table 7. Recovery rates of deoxidizing elements. 
Trial Zr, wt. %  added / retained 
Recovery  
of Zr, % 
Al, wt. % 
added / retained 
Recovery 
of Al, % 
Ti, wt.  
% added / retained 
Recovery 
of Ti, % 
1 0.029 / 0.017 59 - - - - 
2 0.032 / 0.021 66 - - - - 
3 0.0322 / 0.02 62 - - - - 
4 0.032 / 0.025 78 - - - - 
5 0.0309 / 0.028 91 - - 0.0371 / 0.038 100 
6 0.0652 / 0.04 61 - - 0.0517 / 0.044 85 
7 0.0293 / 0.023 78 0.0644 / 0.051 79 0.0389 / 0.036 93 
8 0.0295 / 0.023 78 0.0586 / 0.053 91 - - 
9 0.0311 / 0.02 64 0.0615 / 0.052 85 - - 
10 0.0323 / 0.024 74 0.064 / 0.048 75 0.0387 / 0.038 98 
11 0.0317 / 0.022 69 0.063 / 0.051 81 0.0317 / 0.03 95 
12 0.0316 / 0.025 79 0.0628 / 0.05 80 0.0315 / 0.029 92 













Microstructure and Inclusions Characterization 
The inclusions characterization was performed on a light optical microscope with 
magnifications from 100 to 1000 times. The images taken at 100× magnification were 
analyzed in the PAX-it 7.5 software for the spatial count (mm-2), the occupied area (μm2), 
and the area fraction occupied by the inclusions (Table 9). A typical size distribution of 
the inclusions suggests that even a relatively short ladle holding time (2-6 minutes) was 
enough to eliminate large exogenous and endogenous inclusions (Figure 17).  
Table 8. Influence of ladle holding time on the inclusions parameters. 
Ladle holding  
time, min. 
Inclusions 
spatial count, mm-² 
Area occupied  




1 335 7214 23 
2 194 4019 22 
3 155 2594 17 
4 207 4311 26 
6 92 4986 54 
 
Table 9. Inclusions LOM analysis summary. 
Trial no. Inclusions  spatial count,  mm-² 
Area occupied  
by inclusions, μm2 
Area occupied  
by inclusions, % 
1 182 3078.9 0.263 
2 392 6263.7 0.536 
3 105 3788.1 0.324 
4 92 4985.6 0.426 
5 220 3272.2 0.280 
6 182 2835.9 0.243 
7 194 4061.9 0.347 
8 161 6395.8 0.547 
9 127 2352.0 0.201 
10 214 3285.7 0.281 
11 277 8164.4 0.698 
12 309 4833.8 0.413 
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Impact Toughness Testing 
After the heat treatment, the castings from all twelve experimental runs were 
sectioned, and three specimens were cut out of each casting of each characteristic size for 
the Charpy V-notch impact toughness test. The impact toughness tests were conducted at 
room temperature using the Charpy method with standard 10×10×50 mm bars with a 
V- shaped notch. Thus, the total number of subjected to the impact test was 12 trial × 
3 characteristic sizes × 3 specimens from each casting = 108 test specimens. The results 
of the test for each three specimens from an individual casting were averaged out, and, 
therefore, the number of readings submitted for further analysis reduced to 36. 
Table 10. The impact test results for three characteristic sizes of the 
castings at room temperature. 
Trial CVN toughness  of 50 mm sample, J 
CVN toughness 
 of 100 mm sample, J 
CVN toughness 
 of 150 mm sample, J 
1 24 36 34 
2 26 18 23 
3 15 15 13 
4 18 20 19 
5 18 16 18 
6 16 19 21 
7 19 18 16 
8 15 14 14 
9 15 11 10 
10 22 29 24 
11 16 16 16 
12 17 18 20 
 
The first step in the analysis of the impact test results was to determine whether 
there is a difference in the toughness readings across the thicknesses of the castings. For 
that purpose an ANOVA model was constructed tested: the response variable was impact 
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toughness (in joules), and the factor was the casting thickness in millimeters (50, 100 and 
150 mm). The result of analysis determined that, based on the data collected in the impact 
toughness experiment, there was no significant difference between readings in these three 
groups (p-value = 0.933). In other words, the data across the thickness groups can be 
averaged, and obtained average values can be used in further analysis of the experimental 
steel. Also, the lack of difference in impact toughness between three groups of castings 
suggested that the heat treatment equalized the difference in the microstructure of the 
steel, i.e. the heat treatment procedure was selected and conducted correctly. The results 
of the ANOVA test presented in Table 11. 
Table 11. ANOVA results for influence the casting thickness on the 
impact toughness. 
One-way ANOVA: CVNT versus Thickness  
 
Source     DF      SS    MS     F      P 
Thickness   2     4.7   2.3  0.07  0.933 
Error      33  1116.7  33.8 
Total      35  1121.4 
 
S = 5.817   R-Sq = 0.42%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 
 
 
                          Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 
                          Pooled StDev 
Level   N    Mean  StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
 50    12  18.413  3.653  (----------------*----------------) 
100    12  19.223  6.933      (----------------*----------------) 
150    12  19.122  6.334      (----------------*----------------) 
                          -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
                            16.0      18.0      20.0      22.0 
 
Pooled StDev = 5.817 
  
Observation of the fractured surfaces was next step in the analysis of the impact 
test results. The fractured surfaces had dull gray color and most of the specimens had a 
rough faceted surface landscape that suggested an intergranular cleavage. Also, so-called 
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shear lips, a fracture surface on the periphery turned about 45° to the main fracture 
surface, were observed in every specimen. These observations allow for a conclusion 
about the mixed ductile-brittle mechanism of the fracture: the center of a specimen 
fractured by brittle mechanism while the periphery exhibited a ductile behavior. This also 
corresponds well with relatively low toughness observed during the test. A comparison of 
the visual surface appearances for the sample with highest observed toughness and the 
sample with the lowest observed toughness is presented in Figure 15. While observations 
of the macrostructure provided some insight on the material’s behavior under impact 
stress, more detailed information on the structure-property relationship can be obtained 
from the examination of the microstructure. 
 
Figure 15: The visual appearance of the fractured surfaces. 
(a) Highest observed impact toughness (36 J, trial 1); the curves seen 
on the left and right side of the specimen are the shear lips initiation 
boundaries. (b) Lowest observed impact toughness (10 J, trial 9) 
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Microscopic Examination of the Steel Samples 
Light Optical Microscopy 
Examination of the microstructure was conducted surfaces on a light optical 
microscope and a scanning electron microscope paired with energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectrometer. Both fractured surfaces and polished samples were examined. The surfaces 
were examined in as-polished condition after etching with a 2 % solution of nitric acid in 
alcohol. Also, the samples were examined in both as-cast and heat treated condition. 
First, the influence of the heat treatment on the microstructure was examined, and 
the examination showed that selected heat treatment procedure was successful in 
elimination of intergranular ferrite phase. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 
16: on the left picture intergranular ferrite is seen as a white phase precipitated along the 
grain boundaries, with some scattered intragranular ferrite inside the grains; the right 
picture shows a homogenous martensite structure. 
 
Figure 16. The influence of the heat treatment on the microstructure of 
the steel.  




The second step in the microscopic examination was to assess contamination of 
the steel with inclusions using image analysis of the polished surfaces. Five fields in 
every sample were photographed and submitted to the image analysis software. The 
images were taken at 100× magnification; the area of each image was 1.169374 mm2. 
The images of the steel samples were uploaded to the image analysis software, which 
performed an image recognition routine.  The routine output included: (a) the total 
inclusion count in a field, in mm-2; (b) area occupied by the inclusions, in μm; (c) area 
fraction occupied by inclusions; and (d) inclusion size in μm. Also, for every observed 
field in a sample, the software built a size distribution histogram. Although the 
distributions were different from field to field, the similarities were observed: most of the 
inclusions had their characteristic size within the range of 0-5 μm (Figure 17), i.e. they 
were microinclusions. However, larger inclusions with the size over 10-20 μm were also 
detected by the image analysis software and accounted for in the summary reports for 
each trial.  
 
Figure 17. An example of inclusions size distribution histogram. 
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Table 12. Summary of the inclusions evaluation by image analysis of 
the polished metallographic samples. 
Trial Objects  per mm² 
Area occupied  
by inclusions, sq. um. 
Area occupied  
by inclusions,  
% of total sample area 
1 212 3132 0.263 
2 552 6565 0.536 
3 121 3799 0.324 
4 118 4995 0.426 
5 255 3321 0.280 
6 219 2863 0.243 
7 233 4105 0.347 
8 193 6542 0.547 
9 151 2575 0.201 
10 252 3295 0.281 
11 329 8169 0.698 
12 374 4957 0.413 
 
 




The correspondence between the spatial density (number of inclusions per mm2) 
and the area occupied by inclusions was plotted in Figure 18. Although some tendency of 
the area to increase with the increase in the density is seen on the diagram, fitting a linear 
regression to the data demonstrated that the slope is statistically insignificant (p-value is 
0.122) and the correlation coefficient between observed and fitted data is very low (R2 = 
22.2%). Thus, a conclusion can be made that increase in the area occupied by the 
inclusions is controlled by two factors: (a) small inclusions that, when increasing in 
number, provide gradual increase in the area, and (b) sporadically occurred large 
inclusions, low in count, that produce substantial contribution to the area. 
The macroinclusions, large inclusions with the size of 10 μm and greater, were 
detected virtually in every sample. The appearance of these inclusions, particularly shape 
and color, differed, and in order to characterize them a more detailed microscopic study 
was conducted. At first, the large inclusions were examined by light optical microscopy 
at higher magnifications of 500× and 1000× in as-polished condition.   
 
Figure 19. Duplex non-metallic inclusions. 
(a) a duplex sulfide-oxide inclusion, the light gray outer layer is the 
sulfide shell; (b) a duplex sulfide-nitride; orange trapezoidal-shaped 
inclusion is a nitride. 
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Two distinct types of macroinclusions were observed, and both frequently had a 
duplex morphology: one inclusion was attached to or surrounded by another. The types 
were: (a) spherical or smooth particles with light gray outer shell and dark gray core 
(Figure 19a); (b) right-shaped particles (rectangular, trapezoidal, or triangular) of gold 
color with light gray particles attached to one of the sides (Figure 19b). The first type 
matches a description of a Type I sulfide precipitated on the surface of an oxide (Kimura 
et al., 2002). The appearance of the second type suggests that they are nitride inclusions 
with sulfide precipitates (Horwath & Goodrich, 1997).  
 
 
Figure 20. Isolated nitride inclusion without duplex structure. 




Figure 21. A group of duplex sulfide-nitride inclusions. 
 
 
Figure 22. A group of inclusion clusters of various morphologies. 
(a) A cluster of oxide inclusions; (b) A cluster of duplex oxides-
sulfides; (c) A cluster of duplex nitride-sulfide inclusions with an 
isolated sulfide. 
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Some isolated inclusions, similar in shape to the second type, were also observed 
(Figure 20). As in the case with the duplex inclusions, isolated right-shaped inclusions 
also had a gold color and distinctive morphology. In some cases, the inclusions formed 
groups or clusters that stretched out to a substantial length (Figure 21). Evidently, such 
large clusters might have significantly contributed to the area or volume fraction 
occupied by the inclusions. The pattern of clustering – elongated chain of particles – 
suggests that, possibly, precipitation and growth of the inclusions occurred along some 
physical barrier, for example, a forming grain boundary or between dendrite arms (Figure 
22).  
Microstructural observations revealed highly valuable information regarding the 
macroinclusions in the experimental steel. The morphology of these inclusions has shown 
remarkable consistency across the samples: the same morphological types of 
macroinclusions were found in most of the samples. Most often the macroinclusions 
exhibited a duplex morphology with at least two chemical compounds precipitated one on 
the substrate of another. A comparison with published data provided a preliminary 
conclusion on the characterization of the chemical composition of the inclusions. 
However, light optical microscopy is not able to provide exact information on the 
composition, and the samples were analyzed by SEM with EDX.  
Scanning Electron Microscopy 
The first approach to the microstructure examination by SEM was to observe 
fractured surfaces of the Charpy bars in order to detect the features that cannot be 
surveyed with light optical microscopy. An example of a macroscopic image obtained 
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through SEM is presented in Figure 23, which resembles a collage of four separate 
images. A few features seen in this image are typical for all observed samples and 
deserved a discrete explanation.  
The peripheral area encircling the fracture plane has a smoother surface than the 
core of the sample. This suggests that fracture in this area was developing by the ductile 
mechanism (Rossoll, Berdin, & Prioul, 2002). This finding also supported by the shear 
lips seen on the left and right sides of the samples, and, based on the measurements, they 
have a very similar width (on Figure 23, it is 606 μm and 655 μm). The core section of 
the sample had a coarser surface, with distinctive peaks and pits.  
 




This type of fracture mechanism is a mix of brittle and ductile rupture often seen 
in engineering steels and identified as quasi-cleavage (Liu, 2005). Ductile fracture 
develops using a micro-void coalescence (MVC) mechanism, when, under stress, 
microsized defects, such as inclusions and solidification microporosities, facilitate 
propagation of the transgranular crack. Cleavage, or brittle fracture, implies that rupture 
occurred through cleaving of the crystals along the grain boundaries. The factors 
facilitating quasi-cleavage are (a) large grain size and (b) presence of a non-metallic 
phase precipitated on the grain boundaries (Tarpani & Spinelli, 2003). All of these 
factors, i.e. presence of non-metallic phase within grains and on the grain boundaries, and 
large grains, were observed in the samples from previous stages of the examinations. 
Moreover, some large macroinclusions are seen in Figure 23 as well: they appear as 
bright white particles in the core area of the test bar. Also, according to Liu (2005, p. 73), 
quasi-cleavage is often seen in steel subject to impact stress, which was the case in the 
current experiment. A noteworthy feature seen in Figure 23 is a large number of dimples 
with the size approximately 50 to 100 μm (based on the 3 mm scale bar). They were 
studied at higher magnification. Based on this study the nature of these dimples was 
identified.  
Smaller dimples correspond with the places where inclusions resided before 
fracture and from where they have been detached (Figure 24). These dimples illustrate 
the MVC mechanism, mentioned earlier, and show where the microvoids formed in the 
initial stage of the fracture. As it can be seen in Figure 24, in some cases, next to the 
empty dimple there are spots where the inclusion remained on the surface of the sample, 
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e.g. in upper right corner of the image. A grain boundary is clearly seen in the image: it is 
coming from left to right through the image in a shape of “S”. Several large chunky 
inclusions along with smaller globular ones are clearly seen residing on the grain 
boundary.   
Larger dimples, around 100 μm in diameter, are microporosity regions, the voids 
in metal that were formed as a result of local variation in heat and mass transfer during 
solidification (Figure 25). Usually, microporosity occurs closer to the end of 
solidification in the areas where liquid metal supply is blocked by secondary and tertiary 
dendrite arms. This explanation seems to be valid, considering the fact that the Charpy 
test bars were cut out of the central part of the castings, which solidifies last. 
 
 





Figure 25. Microporosity region in the sample. 
 
 Chemical analysis of the inclusions by EDS was conducted for selected particles 
of the most distinctive types: (a) globular inclusions; (b) smooth elongated inclusions; (c) 
right-shaped inclusions. Since the EDS method provides information on the elemental 
composition of the sample, all further conclusions regarding the chemical compounds in 
the analyzed material were based on the information reported by other researchers and 




Figure 26. A smooth-shaped elongated sulfide inclusion. 
 
The inclusion shown on Figure 26 was characterized as a manganese sulfide with 
the following composition: 48.85% wt. Mn, 41.57% wt. S, and 9.88% wt. Zr. Detection 
of zirconium can be due to either precipitation of the sulfide on the surface of zirconium 
oxide (ZrO2) or occurrence of the complex zirconium-manganese sulfide. Zirconium, 
according to (Baker, 2014), us capable of forming stable sulfides, particularly ZrS2, in 
steel with high sulfur levels. This particular inclusion is located on a grain boundary 
(seen going from the top left corner through the center to almost bottom right corner), and 
that suggests the inclusion was forming at later stages of solidification when the 
remaining liquid could supersaturated by sulfur. 
Characterization of globular inclusions supported the previous hypothesis of their 
sulfide nature. For example, on Figure 27, a typical globular inclusion had a composition 
of 56.22% wt. Mn and 43.78% wt. S, which matches the stoichiometric composition of 
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manganese sulfide MnS. This particular inclusion was quite large, around 5 μm in 
diameter, as compared to 1-2 μm for other globules, and classified as Type I sulfide. 
According to Bigelow (1970, p. 182), spherical Type I sulfides result from the presence 
of oxygen in the melt and precipitate from liquid spherical droplets in interdendritic 
regions. 
  
Figure 27. A globular manganese sulfide inclusion. 
 
In the work by Oikawa, Sumi, and Ishida (1999) formation of spherical MnS 
particles was attributed to the monotectic reaction in the Fe-MnS system in presence of 
strong deoxidizers.  A sulfide precipitation on a large nitride (Figure 19b) supports an 
earlier conclusion about exogenous nature of nitride inclusions. A similar effect was also 




Figure 28. A titanium nitride inclusion obtained by SEM 
 
The right-shaped inclusions that visually were identified as nitrides were also 
studied with EDS. In the samples from the Ti-deoxidized trials (5, 6, 7, 10, 11, and 12) 
the inclusions of that shape predominantly had a TiN composition. The survey of 15 
inclusions in six samples showed the average Ti/N ratio of atomic percentages of 1.05, 
which is very close to stoichiometric, considering possible measurement errors. Although 
zirconium is also a strong nitride former (Ono, Morita, & Sano, 1995), zirconium nitride 
inclusions were detected only as complex (Zr, Ti)N inclusions. Such complex inclusions, 
however, had a slightly different morphology as compared to TiN: general appearance 
was similar including the cubic shape but, instead of a solid particle, a complex inclusion 
would look like it was fractured in several pieces (Figure 29). For example, the 
composition of the inclusion shown in Figure 29(a) was determined as follows: 43.27% 
wt. Ti, 21.21% wt. Zr, and 11.85% wt. N. 
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Figure 29. Two examples of nitride inclusions with complex chemical 
composition. 
(a) trial run #5; (b) trial run #10. 
 
Oxide macroinclusions were also found in some samples; however, these 
occurrences were very rare. Large oxide inclusions form in liquid metal after deoxidation 
and ladle holding, and, therefore, they have enough time to nucleate, grow, float up, and 
be absorbed by the slag. Then, the presence of a large pure oxide in the metal is unlikely, 
and by the time of complete solidification, it would have a sulfide phase precipitated on 
its surface. An example of such occurrence is presented in Figure 30: the inclusion was 
classified as oxysulfide with the composition of 33.84% wt. Zr, 18.40% wt. O, and 
14.83% wt. S.  
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Figure 30. An oxysulfide inclusion in Zr deoxidized steel. 
 
 




Therefore, main types of non-metallic macroinclusions were characterized, and 
their chemical composition was identified. The majority of these macroinclusions were 
globular sulfides of Type I and nitrides of variable composition. The number of large 
inclusions easily seen in the scanning electron micrographs suggests that their growth 
was facilitated by the presence of substrates in the liquid melt. The most obvious nature 
of these substrates is deoxidation process and its products, i.e. oxides. For some 
inclusions, like globular sulfides, this hypothesis found its proof through observations of 
the polished surfaces and by EDS. The presence of the substrates for nucleation of 
inclusions can also explain the coexistence of different types of inclusions in the same 
location (Figure 31).  
With all the power that EDS provides to study a composition of particular features 
in the microstructure, the SEM-EDS combination is not quite suitable for bulk analysis of 
the material. Although, there are systems that are capable of providing wide area survey 
of the inclusions, or automated inclusion analysis (Singh, 2009), in this study further 
investigation is based on bulk chemical analysis of metal. The low solubility of nitrogen, 
oxygen, and sulfur in solid iron-based solution suggests that the content of these elements 
will indirectly but quite accurately describe qualitative and quantitative characteristics of 
the non-metallic phase. 
Evaluation of Inclusion Spacing 
As it has been established in the previous section a direct comparison of the 
parameters of inclusions such as count and area fraction with mechanical characteristics 
such as impact toughness may not be followed by a definitive conclusion. Therefore, a 
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special measure derived from said parameters can more appropriate established a link 
between inclusions and impact toughness. One of such measures is inclusion, or particle 
spacing, an average nearest-neighbor distance in unit volume (Underwood, 1973). 
A method of calculation of the inclusion spacing was proposed by Garrison Jr. 
and Wojcieszynski (2007), and it is based on the stereological considerations proposed in 
the earlier mentioned work by Underwood (1973). Quantitative analysis of images of the 
polished sample surfaces provided three important characteristics of the inclusions: 
number of particles per unit area (NA), Feret’s diameter (d), and the total area of an 
examined surface (A). An assumption is made that all inclusions are spherical, and a 
particle surface projection is an appropriate representation of its true diameter.  
The first step is to determine the true average radius of the inclusions. This is 













Based on the harmonic mean the radius (RO) is calculated using as follows: 
 ( )dHRO 4
π
=  (4) 
Having the radius calculated, and, hence, knowing how much volume is occupied 
by each inclusion on average, it is possible to switch from the areal density of the 
inclusions to the volume density, a number of inclusions per unit volume: 
 VOA NRN 2=  (5) 
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=  (6) 
 
The volume fraction of inclusions (f) is found using the volume density: 





4π  (7) 
 
At this point all necessary components of the inclusion spacing (XO) are 
determined, and, therefore the spacing is calculated as: 
 389.0 fRX OO =  (8) 
 
The spacing values calculated for the current experiment were put in comparison 
with data obtained from the impact testing (Figure 32). From observation of the plotted 
data, it is difficult to conclude any tendency, and one possible reason for that is a lack of 
variability in both characteristics.  
Therefore the findings of the current experiment were compared with the data 
presented by Garrison Jr. and Wojcieszynski (2007, pp. 324-325). A linear regression 
model was fitted to both data sets, and it showed a strong correlation between CVN 
toughness and inclusion spacing (R2 = 0.9897), and the slope (p-value ≤ 0.0001), as well 
as the intercept (p-value = 0.044), were proven to be very significant. 
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Figure 32. Charpy V-notch impact toughness vs. inclusion spacing.  
 
The practical interpretation of the correlation between the toughness and is that 
greater average distance between nearest neighbors, i.e. inclusion spacing, leads to better 
steel cleanliness, which, in turn, results in the greater impact toughness values. However, 
in the present work, the correspondence between the Charpy V-notch impact toughness 
values and the inclusion spacing did not find to be conclusive (Figure 32).  
 
Assessment of Complex Deoxidation Practice   
The first step in the assessment of the complex deoxidation practice was to 
determine whether the addition of several alloys at once significantly affects mean values 
of the response variables. For oxygen and nitrogen content, the readings from samples 
taken from the mold (the last sample taken from liquid metal) were used. In addition to 
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the total oxygen and nitrogen content, other response variables were included in the scope 
of study: impact toughness of the steel (Charpy V-notch, or CVN, toughness), inclusion 
spatial density, and the area occupied by inclusions. The variables were tested using one-
way ANOVA against single factor – the deoxidation treatment with four different levels 
that were the combinations of added alloys: (1) zirconium; (2) zirconium and titanium; 
(3) zirconium and aluminum; and (4) zirconium, titanium, and aluminum. The results of 
the ANOVA tests are presented in Table 13 in condensed form, while the full version of 
the Minitab output is available in Appendix C.  
Table 13. Deoxidation practice influence on the response variables 
determined through one-way ANOVA. 
Response p-value Statistical significance 
Total oxygen content 0.044 Significant difference between group means 
Total nitrogen content 0.649 Difference between group means is not statistically significant 
Impact toughness of the steel 0.755 Difference between group means is not statistically significant 
Inclusion spatial density 0.696 Difference between group means is not statistically significant 
Area occupied by inclusions 0.330 Difference between group means is not statistically significant 
 
As it seen from the results presented in Table 13 only of the one variables - total 
oxygen content - presented a significant variation of the mean values in response to the 
treatment. In order to figure out which deoxidation treatment made the difference, the 
ANOVA test was followed by multiple comparisons using Fisher’s Least Significant 
Difference (LSD) Method. The results of the test presented in Table 14. Thus, one 
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combination of deoxidizers, namely zirconium and titanium (treatment 2), caused the 
change in the mean value of total oxygen content that was significantly different from the 
other three treatments. A noteworthy fact about this result is that the treatment not only 
caused the difference from three others but also the total oxygen content was lower than 
in three other cases. This finding suggests that role of titanium in the behavior of the 
response variable must study closer. 
 
Table 14. Multiple comparisons of the deoxidation methods using 
Fisher's LSD. 
                            Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 
                            Pooled StDev 
Level     N    Mean  StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
Zr        4  102.37   5.63                   (-----*-----) 
Zr+Al     2  102.40   3.39                 (-------*--------) 
Zr+Ti     2   80.00   5.66  (-------*--------) 
Zr+Ti+Al  4  102.25  11.24                   (-----*-----) 
                            -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
                                75        90       105       120 
 
Pooled StDev = 8.04 
 
Grouping Information Using Fisher Method 
 
Additions  N     Mean  Grouping 
Zr+Al      2  102.398  A 
Zr         4  102.366  A 
Zr+Ti+Al   4  102.250  A 
Zr+Ti      2   80.000    B 
 




Figure 33. Total oxygen content vs. concentration of titanium in steel. 
 
Influence of Deoxidation Practice on Total Oxygen Content 
As it was determined in the previous section only one deoxidation treatment 
significantly affected the oxygen level. In order to determine whether the influence 
caused by additions of titanium was due to random factors, a regression analysis was 
conducted with the total oxygen level as an independent variable and the titanium content 
as a dependent one. A simple linear model was fitted, and the trials without titanium 
additions were not considered. The correlation between the observed and predicted values 
was very strong (R2 = 94.4%), and the p-value for the slope coefficient was 0.001, which 
suggests that titanium concentration in metal was a strongly meaningful predictor of the 
total oxygen content.  
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However, it is important to stress that additions of titanium were made along with 
additions of zirconium and aluminum, the elements with much higher affinity to oxygen 
than titanium. Also, as it was shown before, the recovery rate of titanium after the 
addition was very high (93%), which tells that virtually no titanium was lost due to 
deoxidation reactions. Thus, regardless of the revealed influence of titanium on the total 
oxygen content, this influence cannot be tied directly to the formation and removal of 
titanium oxides. A possible explanation of titanium influence on oxygen content was 
proposed by Sun, Jung, and Lee (2008). Based on multiple observations of the oxides 
morphology, they proposed a mechanism in which growth of the titanium oxides is 
inhibited by nucleation and growth of aluminum oxides, and aluminum, a stronger 
deoxidizer, reduces titanium from TiOx to Ti (Figure 34). 
 
Figure 34. A mechanism of competitive oxidation of Ti and Al. 
Reproduced from Sun et al. (2008). 
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The presence of another strong deoxidizer, zirconium, may also contribute to the 
competitive deoxidation mechanism. This hypothesis can be verified by studying the 
relationship between zirconium and oxygen in the system. It was reported by Karasev and 
Suito (1999) that a combined addition of Ti and Zr lead to the following distribution of 
the elements between metallic and non-metallic phases: most of the titanium is retained 
by metal, while most of the zirconium is present as inclusions. In their experiment, the 
content of insoluble zirconium and the total oxygen content remained fairly constant 
throughout the equilibration time, while the total zirconium content dropped almost 
twofold, apparently, due to oxides removal into slag. The addition rate of zirconium 
(0.025%) was similar to the one in the current study. A similar picture was seen when the 
elements were added separately. Another study by Inoue, Ariyama, and Suito (2008) a 
similar experiment was conducted with a wide range of zirconium addition rates. It was 
shown that if the melt was substantially oxidized initially most of the zirconium was 
found as acid-insoluble non-metallic form. Yet another confirmation of continuous 
reaction between Zr and O was presented in the publication on the experiment with 
complex deoxidation of low-carbon steel with zirconium, aluminum, and titanium 
conducted by Suito, Karasev, Hamada, Inoue, and Nakajima (2011). After dissolving the 
samples in acid an undisclosed precipitate was analyzed using optical emissions 
spectroscopy, and it was found most of the zirconium transformed into an insoluble form 
of ZrO2 oxide, while substantial amounts of Ti and Al retained in the solution. The data 
from several experiments mentioned above, including the current study, were 
summarized, and it was found to be in good agreement with this concept (Figure 35). 
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Figure 35. Effect of insoluble zirconium on the total oxygen content. 
 
Although the level of chemically active oxygen was not measured in the present 
study, it can be indirectly estimated from thermodynamic calculations and other reported 
experimental data. In the trials where only zirconium was added at the tapping, the total 
oxygen content is controlled only by the reaction with zirconium. Ghosh and Murthy 
(1986) showed theoretically that within the same range of concentrations and temperature 
zirconium will yield much lower oxygen activity than aluminum and titanium. Assuming 
that the oxide phase is saturated with ZrO2, e.g. the oxides precipitate as a solid phase, the 
activity of the oxide can be taken as unity.  







K =    (10) 
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An approach presented in the work by Dashevskiy, Aleksandrov, Kanevskiy, and 
Leontev (2013) suggest that, in presence of strong deoxidizer, the expression for oxygen 
solubility as a function of deoxidizer’s concentration and temperature can be derived in 





O ROOR nm −−= ]log[log
1]lg[  (11) 
In order to derive such equation for zirconium and oxygen, the expression for 
equilibrium constant must be transformed. Taking the logarithm of both sides of the 
equation: 
 OZrZrO aaK log2loglog 2 −−=  (12) 
 [ ] OZrZrO ffOZrK logloglog2]log[log 2 −−−−=  (13) 







In their article Ghosh and Murthy (1986, p. 636) recommended the following 
exp`ression for the temperature dependent deoxidation constant for zirconium 






KZrO  (15) 
 99.2−=ZrOe  (16) 
 





1393.4]log[ ZrZrO +−−=  (17) 
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For this study, the equilibrium concentration of oxygen was estimated considering 
Equations 3 through 7 at the temperature of 1590 ˚C (1863 K) and was determined as 
3.04 ppm at a projected zirconium concentration of 0.025 wt. %. This calculated result 
corresponds well with the data obtained from the experimental measurements of oxygen 
activity (0.75-2.2 ppm) in a well-equilibrated binary Fe-Zr melt (Inoue et al., 2008). 
Therefore, it can be concluded that reaction between zirconium and oxygen is far 
from its equilibrium, and the following factors facilitate its propagation: (a) continuous 
oxygen supply, (b) the reaction products removal to another (solid) phase, and, because 
of its exothermic nature, (c) decreasing temperature. Thus, it can be safely assumed that 
in presence of zirconium the total oxygen content would be a representative measure of 
oxygen in metal. 
Nitrogen Content and Distribution during Ladle Treatment 
Analysis of samples for total nitrogen content showed that, unlike oxygen, 
nitrogen exhibited very consistent and predictable behavior. In order to illustrate this 
behavior, three pairwise comparisons were conducted: (a) nitrogen before tapping vs. 
after tapping; (b) nitrogen concentration in ladle vs. concentration in a mold; and (c) 
nitrogen concentration in a mold vs. nitrogen concentration in casting (Figure 36). In all 
three cases, a near-linear type of relationship was detected. Similar results were observed 
during the melting stage of the experiment (Appendix A, Figure A1). Such consistency in 
the concentration throughout entire time of ladle treatment might be explained with the 
following two reasons: (a) nitrogen does not get engaged into any reaction in molten 
metal at high temperature, and therefore (b) nitrogen concentration can only increase by 
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absorption of the gas from surrounding air (on tapping and pouring) or, as a tramp, from 
added alloys, e.g. from ferromanganese.  
 
Figure 36. Nitrogen concentration at different stages of the 
experiment, ppm. 
 
Nitrogen pick-up occurs more intensively during tapping and pouring, i.e. when 
the metal is exposed to surrounding air, and, hence, absorption of the gas molecules on 
the uncovered surface is less restricted. Considering the relatively high level of nitrogen 
in the furnace samples, the pick-up at tapping and pouring was not very high: after 
tapping the nitrogen level exhibited a very slight increase of 11 ppm on average; after 
pouring, in a mold sample, the average increase of nitrogen level was about 5 ppm. Also, 
the change in the nitrogen concentration after pouring was studied: the difference 
between a mold sample and a sample from the casting was calculated. This difference can 
be attributed to: (a) early nucleation of nitrides due decrease in temperature, if it was 
negative, or (b) to additional nitrogen absorption at pouring, if the change was positive. 

















solid oxide inclusions were present in the metal. Regression analysis of the relationship 
between the change in concentration and concentration in the mold sample showed that 
the initial concentration produces a statistically significant effect (p-value for the slope 
was 0.026) on the change in concentration: the change in concentration between the mold 
and the casting samples was declining with the increase of nitrogen concentration. In 
other words, if initial concentration of nitrogen was high, the change was negative, while 
at lower concentrations of nitrogen in the mold sample the change was positive, i.e. some 
absorption of nitrogen occurred during pouring. The data, as well as the linear fit with the 
equation, are presented in Figure 37. 
 
Figure 37. The relationship between change in nitrogen concentration 
over pouring and initial concentration of nitrogen in mold sample. 
 
Nitrogen content exhibited a more explicit influence on the absorbed impact 
energy (Figure 38). Although the data points were quite scattered, the trend was clearly 
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identifiable: higher nitrogen content in steel led to lower impact toughness. Since most of 
the nitrogen content is represented by nitride inclusions, the trend can be interpreted as 
follows: nitride inclusions are found to be producing a detrimental effect on the impact 
toughness of the experiment steel. Statistical significance of this trend was analyzed, and 
it was found linear regression fit the data well (R2 = 0.577, p-value = 0.04986 for the 
slope). Considering regular cuboid shape and abundance of the nitrides found in the steel 
samples, especially in the impact test bars, the presence of the relationship between 
nitrogen and the toughness values appears to be justified.  
 





Figure 39. Influence of titanium additions on the nitrogen 
concentration in the castings. 
 
A decrease in nitrogen content was observed on the trials with titanium additions 
(Figure 39) as compared to those without titanium. This would suggest that titanium 
nitrides formed in yet liquid steel. But it is known that formation of titanium nitride 
requires supersaturation of the solution with both Ti and N which, for example, occurs 
during solidification. The critical concentration of titanium for TiN formation in liquid 
steel was reported to be 0.0774 % (Ono et al., 1995) at 1873K, which greater than 
average in this experiment (0.025 %). The most obvious explanation for this 
contradiction is that the nitrogen removal process, in this case, does not include 
nucleation stage: these nitrides were introduced to the metal already as non-metallic 
phase, e.g. with the steel returns. These pre-formed nitride nuclei served as substrates for 
further TiN precipitation and growth of the solid phase. 
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Thermodynamic considerations about the reaction between nitrogen and titanium 
were approached using Wagner’s formalism again. The activity coefficients of both 
titanium and nitrogen were calculated based on the interaction parameters of these 
elements in alloyed iron-based solution (Ozturk, Matway, & Fruehan, 1995; Sigworth & 
Elliott, 1974). Activity coefficient of nitrogen was calculated as follows:  
 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]CreMneSieAleZreTief CrNMnNSiNAlNZrNTiNN +++++= %%%lg , (20) 
where: 
79.0−=TiNe ;  63.0−=ZrNe ; 03.0−=AlNe ; 05.0=SiNe ; 02.0−=MnNe ; 047.0−=CrNe  
After replacing the symbols with the numbers: 
lg fN = -0.0075 →  fN = 0.98 ,   
lg fTi = -0.33 → fTi = 0.46 
Thus, in presence Zr, Ti, and Al, nitrogen activity would be approximately equal 
to its concentration. A comparison with equilibrium stability diagram showed that, 
however, titanium and nitrogen in this experiment exhibits behavior similar to theoretical, 
their concentration ratio was lower than at equilibrium despite accounted interactions 
between elements. This result may be explained by aforementioned hypothesis of the 
presence of the solid exogenous nitride substrates for further TiN nucleation that 




Figure 40. Nitrogen concentration calculated with consideration of the 
interactions with Zr, Ti, Al and other elements.  
 
 
Influence of Deoxidation Practice of Sulfur Content 
Precipitation of sulfides on the surface of nitrides reflected on the impact 
toughness and Mn/S ratio relationship. Two groups are clearly seen in Figure 41, and the 
difference between them was explained by the higher average nitrogen level in one of the 
groups. This observation allows for the conclusion that nitrides and sulfides are capable 




Figure 41. Mn/S ratio influence on the Charpy V-notch impact energy. 
 
Inclusions Removal Process 
Thorough mixing during tapping of metal creates multiple phase boundaries, e.g. 
metal/slag or metal/gas bubble. Also, the mixing facilitates rates of the reactions between 
the metal solution components, and especially the reactions involving surface-active 
components, such as sulfur and oxygen. Since transport of reactants is not as restricted as 
in solution at the still condition, the higher reaction rates lead to greater amount of the 
products. Deoxidation dominates the variety reactions, and since its products are non-
metallic phases, the tapping and, hence, the mixing act in favor of intensive nucleation 
and growth of non-metallic particles.  
A non-metallic phase usually has a density lower than metal. Usually, for 
calculations involving molten steel density it is assumed to be approximately equal to 
6.9-7 g/cm3 at 1600 ℃, a common average temperature of steel making (Fruehan & 
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Turkdogan, 1998, p. 76). Since the inclusion may consist of various compounds their 
density are different, and Table 15 summarizes this information for the compounds found 
in the inclusions in this study.  
Table 15. Names, formulas, and density of selected non-metallic 
compounds. 
 
Compound name Compound formula Density, ρ, g/cm3 
Zirconia ZrO2 5.68 
Alumina Al2O3 3.95 
Titanium nitride TiN 5.4 
Titanium pentoxide Ti3O5 4.89 
 
The difference in densities creates conditions when the inclusions can float up to 
the surface of metal. The simplest mathematical model of inclusion floatation is 
described by the Stoke’s law (Goto et al., 1995), which establishes the relationship 
between drag force, buoyancy force, mass, and gravity for a spherical particle, and, 









=  (21) 
 The dynamic viscosity (η) of liquid steel at 1600 ℃ is equal to 6.1 × 10-3 N×s/m2, 
and the gravitational constant (g) is equal 980 cm/s2. Also, considering that the data 
obtained from the inclusion analysis contains diameters (in the form of Feret’s diameters) 







inclusionFegdv −=  (22) 
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As far as the maximum distance, which an inclusion can travel is determined and 




Ht = , (23) 
where H is the height of the ladle or travel distance. Several example values of the 
travel time for particles of the above-mentioned non-metallic compounds were 
calculated, and they are presented in the Table D1, Appendix D. 
Besides fluid mechanics, the inclusion-metal surface tension is also a very 
important measure of the inclusion removal process. The higher surface tension between 
a non-metallic particle and liquid steel indicate poor wetting of that particle by the metal, 
which, in its turn, favors the floatation and removal process (Yuan & Lee, 2013). 
According to several experimental studies (Ohta & Suito, 2006; Pitak & P'Yanykh, 1965; 
Valdez, Shannon, & Sridhar, 2006) that zirconia and alumina inclusions are poorly 
wetted by molten steel, and, hence, can be easily removed upon growth to a certain size. 
Removal by floatation is primarily relevant for oxides that form readily upon tapping the 
metal into the ladle. For the inclusions nucleating and growing later on the ladle 
treatment timeline, such as nitrides and sulfides, this removal mechanism is unlikely to be 
developed. However, Amadeh, Heshmati-Manesh, Labbe, Laimeche, and Quintard 
(2001) in their study of various nitrides concluded that titanium nitrides are very poorly 
wetted by liquid steel, and do not react with its constituents. Aluminum nitrides, 
however, demonstrated better wettability, and greater tendency to react with steel. 
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Given the information on the theoretical capacity of the non-metallic compounds 
of interest being removed from metal by floatation accompanied with considerations 
about their wettability by the liquid metal, it becomes possible to impose these conditions 
on the experimental settings. The scenario taken into account was that an inclusion floats 
from the bottom of the ladle, i.e. it travels the maximum possible distance. The depth of 
metal pool in the ladle can be assumed constant in all experimental trials, and it was 254 
mm (10 inches). The ladle holding time varied from on trial to another, in the range from 
1 to 6 minutes. The calculations were conducted for Al2O3, ZrO2, and TiN, and the time 
required to remove certain size was determined. The results showed within given range of 
the ladle holding time Al2O3 demonstrated better floatation properties due to its lower 
density: all alumina particles greater than 90 μm would be removed within 1 minute of 
holding, and within 6 minutes it would possible to remove all particles greater than 50 
μm. For denser ZrO2 and TiN particles the actual maximum holding time (6 minutes) was 
not sufficient to eliminate the particles larger than 80 μm, and, hence, it would be 
possible to discover large particles of said compounds in the metal samples later. The 
diagram representing the findings is shown in Figure 42. 
Comparison with the average inclusion size in each of the trials showed that the 
modeling results are in good correspondence with the experimental with only a few 
exceptions. Although the ladle holding time was not very long, it was sufficient for the 
large inclusions to be removed. Smaller inclusions, below 50 μm, require much more 
time to float, and this brings up the necessity of assisted floatation, namely additional 




Figure 42. Results of inclusion floatation modeling and comparison 
with experimental results. 
 
Also, a relationship of the ladle holding time with the areal density of inclusions 
was studied. The increase in the holding time led to a decrease in areal density, and the 
relationship had a non-linear behavior (Figure 43a). This observation is in good 
correspondence (Figure 43b) with the mathematical modeling by Shirabe and Szekely 
(1983) and experimental findings by Yang et al. (2007). Thus, it can be concluded that 
even in absence of argon stirring assisted floatation, a simple holding of the ladle for 
sufficient amount of time may help in removal significant amount of inclusions.   
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Figure 43. The relationship between ladle holding time and spatial 





CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The melting practice variables were found to be affecting nitrogen content in the 
metal. Argon purging, slag removal, and use of returns lead to additional nitrogen pick-up 
from air, and for the purging and the returns, this effect was found statistically 
significant. Total oxygen content was also affected by the process variables, but in the 
opposite way: all of them decrease total oxygen content, but the statistical significance of 
these effects was not confirmed by the analysis of variance.  
Deoxidation during the tapping was confirmed to be an effective way of 
introduction of the alloys, and quantitatively it was observed in the recovery rates of the 
materials. Zirconium had the lowest recovery rate among other deoxidizers, which 
suggested that deoxidation in whole is controlled by presence and quantity of this 
element. Aluminum and titanium added at the same time with zirconium seemed to be 
participating in deoxidation very little. Loss of aluminum, apparently, occurred in the 
very moment of addition when the metal had substantial amount dissolved oxygen. 
The removal of inclusions in the ladle is controlled by the holding time, and larger 
inclusions can be removed by floatation very quickly, but small inclusions need longer 
holding time to float.  
Titanium was observed as strong and consistent nitride forming component. Due 
to a high level of nitrogen in the furnace samples, prior to the addition of titanium, it is 
primary nuclei of the nitrides had exogenous nature, and it facilitated precipitation of the 
TiN inclusions yet in the liquid metal. The titanium content was found to a reciprocal 
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relationship with nitrogen content, which also suggests the TiN removal from the metal, 
presumably, by floatation. Another supporting fact for TiN formation in the liquid was 
found in the observations of MnS, a sulfide with high melting temperature, precipitating 
on the surface of nitrides. 
Impact toughness was found to be relative to both total oxygen and nitrogen 
content. The total oxygen exhibited a quite vague tendency to affect absorbed impact 
energy, but for the nitrogen content, this tendency was quite clear. A Mn/S ratio that 
often used in relation to the strength properties and ductility was found to have a 
connection with the impact toughness as well. Additionally, it was found that nitrogen 
level amplifies a negative effect of a Mn/S ratio. 
The assessment of the influence of the ladle holding time on the number of the 
bulk density of the inclusions leads to a logical conclusion that an extended holding 
provides necessary time for a natural floatation of inclusions. On the other hand, in a 
small ladle, like the one used in the present experiment, an extended holding will 
inevitably lead to a decrease in steel temperature. The magnitude and significance of the 
drop in temperature need to be assessed separately, with a development of an individual 
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APPENDIX A  
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SAMPLES 
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Table A1: Chemical composition of experimental steel before tapping, 
wt. %. 
 
Trial run number C Si Mn P S Cr Mo 
1 0.22 0.15 0.47 0.018 0.002 0.93 0.31 
2 0.22 1.16 0.55 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.34 
3 0.31 1.52 0.69 0.021 0.002 1.73 0.335 
4 0.21 1.24 0.72 0.011 0.011 1.94 0.36 
5 0.29 1.4 0.6 0.003 0.001 1.6 0.38 
6 0.06 1.4 0.1 0.021 0.013 0.07 0.36 
7 0.25 1 0.66 0.021 0.011 0.06 0.35 
8 0.26 1.52 0.73 0.019 0.012 1.55 0.37 
9 0.25 1.27 0.68 0.002 0.001 1.72 0.31 
10 0.2 0.82 0.75 0.036 0.002 0.63 0.32 
11 0.15 0.41 0.65 0.012 0.002 1.02 0.32 
12 0.19 0.82 0.59 0.004 0.001 1.06 0.33 
 
Table A1 (continued): Preliminary chemical composition of 
experimental steel before tapping, wt. %. 
 
Trial run number Ni Al Cu Nb Ti 
1 0.03 0.048 0.079 0 0.005 
2 0.03 - - - - 
3 0.029 0.043 0.079 0 0.003 
4 0.02 0.006 0.04 0.01 0.003 
5 0.03 0.006 0.04 0.01 0.005 
6 0.01 0.005 0.05 0 0.002 
7 0.02 0.006 0.05 0.01 0.003 
8 0.04 0.006 0.08 0.01 0.002 
9 0.03 0.007 0.08 0.009 0.015 
10 0.029 0.057 0.078 0 0.005 
11 0.03 0.007 0.078 0 0.005 





Table A2: Final chemical composition of experimental steel, wt. %. 
 
Trial run number C  Mn P S Si Ni Cr Mo 
1 0.257 0.504 0.014 0.01 1.53 0.043 1.83 0.321 
2 0.246 0.767 0.016 0.011 1.83 0.051 2.03 0.345 
3 0.307 0.731 0.019 0.012 2.18 0.051 1.91 0.43 
4 0.276 0.9 0.018 0.011 2.27 0.026 1.91 0.369 
5 0.282 0.657 0.017 0.012 1.72 0.038 1.86 0.386 
6 0.263 0.858 0.02 0.012 2.32 0.027 1.67 0.351 
7 0.299 0.902 0.018 0.01 1.6 0.042 2.06 0.342 
8 0.265 0.731 0.017 0.012 1.8 0.048 1.97 0.388 
9 0.29 0.731 0.017 0.011 1.79 0.044 1.81 0.321 
10 0.248 0.736 0.017 0.012 1.75 0.042 1.76 0.349 
11 0.284 0.705 0.016 0.014 1.67 0.059 1.89 0.332 
12 0.281 0.653 0.016 0.012 1.68 0.045 1.91 0.335 
 
 
Table A2: (continued): Final chemical composition of experimental 
steel, wt. %. 
 
Trial run number Al Zr Ti V Ca Cu 
1 0.0028 0.017 0.0018 0.018 0.0011 0.053 
2 0.0035 0.021 0.0026 0.023 0.0013 0.087 
3 0.003 0.02 0.0071 0.02 0.0029 0.07 
4 0.0094 0.025 0.003 0.006 0.0065 0.042 
5 0.0041 0.028 0.038 0.015 0.001 0.058 
6 0.013 0.04 0.044 0.005 0.0071 0.032 
7 0.051 0.023 0.036 0.017 0.0016 0.069 
8 0.053 0.023 0.0019 0.016 0.0012 0.074 
9 0.052 0.02 0.004 0.015 0.0035 0.066 
10 0.048 0.024 0.038 0.027 0.00086 0.062 
11 0.051 0.022 0.03 0.041 0.0031 0.087 





Table A3: Total nitrogen content (in ppm) in experimental steel 
samples. 
 
Trial run number Meltdown Before  deoxidation 
Before  
tapping Ladle Casting 
1 166 165 160 173 170 
2 73 80 92 101 106 
3 202 212 199 219 212 
4 100 87 92 106 104 
5 132 142 142 138 138 
6 46 47 48 63 70 
7 85 82 87 110 110 
8 109 107 110 121 149 
9 148 149 147 163 144 
10 92 89 93 104 110 
11 110 122 120 117 145 
12 158 127 135 150 172 
 
Table A4: Total oxygen content (in ppm) in experimental steel 
samples. 
 
Trial run number Meltdown Before  deoxidation 
Before  
tapping Ladle Casting 
1 86 95 88 73 96 
2 76 83 75 104 100 
3 51 62 61 77 105 
4 43 54 52 72 109 
5 33 43 51 62 84 
6 171 175 139 99 76 
7 37 48 49 113 98 
8 48 60 60 71 100 
9 58 68 63 48 105 
10 47 59 59 52 89 
11 70 87 82 85 107 



























of inclusions, f 
Inclusions 
spacing XO,  
μm 
1 182 0.0030789 1.8225 127.1 0.000002 0.1102 
2 392 0.0062637 1.7713 281.8 0.000002 0.0845 
3 105 0.0037881 2.6615 50.2 0.000008 0.1501 
4 92 0.0049856 3.2620 35.9 0.000014 0.1679 
5 220 0.0032722 1.7089 163.9 0.000002 0.1012 
6 182 0.0028359 1.7491 132.5 0.000002 0.1087 
7 194 0.0040619 2.0276 121.8 0.000003 0.1118 
8 161 0.0063958 2.7929 73.4 0.000009 0.1323 
9 127 0.002352 1.9069 84.8 0.000003 0.1261 
10 214 0.0032857 1.7363 156.9 0.000002 0.1027 
11 277 0.0081644 2.4057 146.6 0.000006 0.1051 
12 309 0.0048338 1.7526 224.5 0.000002 0.0912 
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Table B1. Impact Test Results for 2 inch (50 mm) castings, J 
 
Trial Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 
1 26.23 23.53 21.36 
2 27.69 24.5 24.64 
3 15.99 14.22 14.75 
4 18.73 18.92 17.12 
5 17.63 19.47 18.36 
6 16.35 16.17 16.21 
7 18.92 18.41 18.55 
8 15.28 14.04 15.28 
9 13.2 13.7 17.3 
10 21.9 23.9 21.4 
11 16.4 15.3 15.5 
12 18.3 18 15.6 
 
Table B2. Impact test results for 4 inch (100 mm) castings, J 
 
Trial Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 
1 39.95 35.53 33.69 
2 17.85 18.41 17.44 
3 15.81 16.17 13.73 
4 19.33 20.27 20.22 
5 16.35 16.35 14.57 
6 19.71 20.65 17.3 
7 17.81 17.08 17.63 
8 14.04 13.55 13.9 
9 12.5 10.3 11.6 
10 29.9 29.3 28.6 
11 16.5 16.5 15.6 






Table B3. Impact test results for 6 inch (150 mm) castings, J 
 
Trial Specimen 1 Specimen 2 Specimen 3 
1 31.17 31.93 40.09 
2 19.52 24.25 24.64 
3 14.75 10.78 13.17 
4 20.41 16.17 20.04 
5 14.92 19.47 19.71 
6 24.64 22.32 17.49 
7 18.18 15.28 15.46 
8 13 15.7 14.6 
9 9 10.8 9.8 
10 25.4 24.8 21.4 
11 17.5 15.5 15.3 




















Table C1. Analysis of variance results for oxygen concentration in the 
mold sample 
 
One-way ANOVA: O_m versus Treatment  
 
Source     DF      SS     MS     F      P 
Treatment   3   830.8  276.9  4.28  0.044 
Error       8   517.5   64.7 
Total      11  1348.3 
 
S = 8.043   R-Sq = 61.62%   R-Sq(adj) = 47.23% 
 
 
                         Individual 95% CIs For Mean Based on 
                         Pooled StDev 
Level  N    Mean  StDev  -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
1      4  102.37   5.63                   (-----*-----) 
2      2   80.00   5.66  (-------*--------) 
3      2  102.40   3.39                 (-------*--------) 
4      4  102.25  11.24                   (-----*-----) 
                         -----+---------+---------+---------+---- 
                             75        90       105       120 
 
Pooled StDev = 8.04 
 
 
Grouping Information Using Fisher Method 
 
Treatment  N     Mean  Grouping 
3          2  102.398  A 
1          4  102.366  A 
4          4  102.250  A 





Table C2. ANOVA Results for the Response Variables in the 
Deoxidation Experiment. 
General Linear Model:  
 
Factor     Type   Levels  Values 
Treatment  fixed       4  1, 2, 3, 4 
 
Analysis of Variance for O_m, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF   Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
Treatment   3   830.81  830.81  276.94  4.28  0.044 
Error       8   517.50  517.50   64.69 
Total      11  1348.31 
 
S = 8.04287   R-Sq = 61.62%   R-Sq(adj) = 47.23% 
 
Analysis of Variance for N_m, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
Treatment   3    2857    2857     952  0.57  0.649 
Error       8   13336   13336    1667 
Total      11   16194 
 
S = 40.8292   R-Sq = 17.65%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 
 
Analysis of Variance for Count, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
Treatment   3   21338   21338    7113  0.40  0.755 
Error       8  141315  141315   17664 
Total      11  162652 
 
S = 132.907   R-Sq = 13.12%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 
 
Analysis of Variance for Area, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF    Seq SS    Adj SS   Adj MS     F      P 
Treatment   3   7327427   7327427  2442476  0.49  0.696 
Error       8  39558200  39558200  4944775 
Total      11  46885628 
 
S = 2223.69   R-Sq = 15.63%   R-Sq(adj) = 0.00% 
 
 
Analysis of Variance for CVN, using Adjusted SS for Tests 
 
Source     DF  Seq SS  Adj SS  Adj MS     F      P 
Treatment   3   93.63   93.63   31.21  1.33  0.330 
Error       8  187.35  187.35   23.42 
Total      11  280.98 
 
S = 4.83927   R-Sq = 33.32%   R-Sq(adj) = 8.32% 
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Table C3. Linear regression model for titanium and total oxygen 
content. 
 
Regression Analysis: O_m_1 versus Ti_1  
 
The regression equation is 
O_m_1 = 186 - 2539 Ti_1 
 
Predictor     Coef  SE Coef      T      P    VIF 
Constant    185.81    11.19  16.60  0.000 
Ti_1       -2538.8    309.2  -8.21  0.001  1.000 
 
S = 3.87209   R-Sq = 94.4%   R-Sq(adj) = 93.0% 
 
PRESS = 130.548   R-Sq(pred) = 87.81% 
 
Analysis of Variance 
 
Source          DF      SS      MS      F      P 
Regression       1  1010.9  1010.9  67.42  0.001 
Residual Error   4    60.0    15.0 
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1 35932 15551 29644 
2 8983 3888 7411 
5 1437 622 1186 
10 359 156 296 
25 57 25 47 
50 14 6 12 
100 4 2 3 
 
Note:  
1) The density of molten metal was assumed to be equal to the density of molten 
iron (7.9 g/cm3) 
2) Dynamic viscosity of liquid steel is equal 6.1×10-3 N×s/m2  
3) The combined formula for the flotation time: 
( )inclusionFeOR gd
H
mn ρρ
ητ
−
= 2
18  
 
 
